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Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the impacts on architectural form, function, and 

appearance of a case study residence in which the concepts of sustainability and 

sustainable architecture were incorporated as one of the primary design fundamentals.  

The case study residence located in the arid southwestern United States is an 

approximately 2,068 square foot home built for a family of five with four bedrooms and 

two bathrooms and a separate attached guest bedroom and bath.  This paper will provide 

an overview and analysis of the residence in terms of:  1) the original project values and 

goals as represented by the design and computer energy modeling process and 2) the 

project results as captured by the qualities (structural and aesthetic) of the final 

constructed physical form and its post-occupancy quantitative performance (functional, 

spatial, and resource conservation) as measured by the home’s over two years of 

monitoring and use. 
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Introduction 

As recorded in the earliest existing written work of architecture, The Ten Books on 

Architecture written by Vitruvius in 27 BC, one of the primary goals of architecture has 

been to strike the balance between “Firmness, Commodity and Delight”1 or structural 

integrity, functional efficiency, and aesthetic beauty.  While the terms “sustainability” 

and “sustainable architecture” were not coined until much later (during the late twentieth 

century), Vitruvius’ treatise did incorporate the underlying concepts of sustainability: 

resource efficiency, human thermal comfort and recognition of regional environmental 

factors, under the category of commodity. 

If designs for private houses are to be correct, we must at the outset 
take note of the countries and climates in which they are built.  One 
style of house seems appropriate to build in Egypt, another in Spain, a 
different kind in Pontus, one still different in Rome, and so on with 
lands and countries of other characteristics.  This is because one part 
of the earth is directly under the sun’s course, another is far away 
from it, while another lies midway between the two.  Hence, as the 
position of the heaven with regard to a given tract on the earth leads 
naturally to different characteristics, owing to the inclination of the 
circle of the zodiac and the course of the sun, it is obvious that designs 
for houses ought to similarly conform to the nature of the country and 
to diversities of climate.2 
 

Beginning in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries however, with 

technological advances in materials, such as structural steel, and the introduction of 

mechanical heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, these underlying 

sustainable concepts appeared to have been forgotten and commodity was reduced to a 

focus primarily on spatial relationships.   

                                                 
1 Wotton, H. (1624) Principles of Architecture.  
2 Morgan, M.H. (1914) Vitruvius, The Ten Books of Architecture. Harvard University Press, p. 170 
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It must be acknowledged that these technological advances in some ways proved 

liberating for architecture and allowed new forms to be introduced and explored.  

Without these advances in materials and HVAC systems, the modern day sky scraper 

would not have been developed by Henry Hobson Richardson, Louis Sullivan and the 

“Chicago School of Architecture” and Mies van der Rohe could not have created his 

iconoclastic glass structures including the Farnsworth House, the Lake Shore Drive 

Apartments and the Illinois Institute of Technology, just to name a few.   

 

However, these changes in design fundamentals and values have come at a cost.  This is 

evidenced first by the ever-increasing dependency of modern architectural forms on fossil 

fuel driven mechanical systems to create and maintain human thermal comfort.  This is 

also evidenced by the decreasing presence of uniquely regional architectural forms.  The 

ubiquitous use of homogenous universal or “placeless” architectural forms such as 

interchangeable residential housing tracts, strip mall retail stores, and generic restaurant 

chains represent the pursuit of brand recognition and economies of scale offered by 

universal architectural standardization at the expense of regional and climatically 

appropriate architectural design.   

 

As stated by Kenneth Frampton in his 1981 essay: 

Here, clearly, the main antagonist of rooted culture is the ubiquitous 
air-conditioner, applied in all times and in all places, irrespective of 
the local climatic conditions which have a capacity to express the 
specific place and seasonal variations of its climate.  Wherever they 
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occur, the fixed window and the remote-controlled air-conditioning 
system are mutually indicative of domination by universal technique.3 
 

Through this work it is hoped that it can be demonstrated, by returning to Vitruvius’ 

original concepts and reincorporating the use of regionally appropriate design, materials, 

and recognition of environmental factors (i.e. sustainability), that a new balance can be 

found, not only between “firmness, commodity and delight” but as importantly, between 

traditional (regional) and modern (universal) architecture.  In the words of Paul Ricoeur 

in 1961, as later quoted by Frampton in his 1981 essay: 

There is the paradox:  how to become modern and to return to 
sources; how to revive an old, dormant civilization and take part in 
universal civilization.4 

 
 
The case study residence project that serves as the basis for this thesis is the culmination 

of not only the past six years of architectural education, design, construction, and post 

occupancy evaluation, but 20 years of education and professional experience in 

engineering, construction management, and the regulated energy/utility industry.  It is 

therefore appropriate, that the beginning of this paper be devoted to outlining in brief, the 

author’s background.  This and subsequent sections will be presented in first person 

narrative in lieu of third person. 

  

                                                 
3Frampton, K. (1981) Towards a Critical Regionalism: Six Points for an Architecture of Resistance.  
Published in ‘The Anti-Aesthetic: Essays on Postmodern Culture, edited by Hal Foster, p. 27. 
4 Ricoeur, P. (1961) Universal Civilization and National Cultures, History and Truth, trans. Chas. A. 
Kelbley. Northwestern University Press, Evanston, IL, pp. 276-7. 
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Part I – The Author 

In the beginning 

I graduated from the Purdue University School of Engineering with a Bachelors of 

Science Degree in Construction Engineering and Management in 1990.  Following 

graduation I accepted a position with Geupel DeMars, Inc., in Indianapolis, IN as a 

project engineer.  Geupel DeMars was a small family owned commercial general 

contracting and construction management company that had experienced rapid growth 

after securing the contract to provide the construction management services for Eli Lilly 

and Company (Lilly), a Fortune 200 pharmaceutical company headquartered in 

Indianapolis. 

 

During this period in the late 80’s and early 90’s, Lilly was undergoing a substantial 

capital improvement program at their two Indianapolis campuses:  the Lilly Corporate 

Center (LCC) or corporate headquarters and research center campus and the Lilly 

Technology Center (LTC) or pharmaceutical process facilities campus.  As the 

construction management firm for all of the construction projects on both campuses, it 

was typical for Geupel DeMars to hire each year 4 to 6 project engineers, such as myself, 

right out of school and put us on one of the many projects.  The first project I was 

assigned to, along with another project engineer (who had graduated from Purdue a year 

earlier) and a project manager (to supervise both of us), was the construction of a new 

corporate headquarters cafeteria (Building 76) and a new high rise corporate headquarters 

office building (Building 75) both of which were attached to the existing corporate 
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headquarters building (Building 74) which housed the offices of  all of the corporate 

executives, including the then C.E.O. Dick Wood.   

 

During this same time, Geupel was also managing many other projects for Lilly including 

Building 73, another high rise corporate headquarters office building also attached to 

Building 74 and intended to serve as the new “Corporate Entry” to the campus, two 

parking structures--one dedicated for visitors to the Lilly museum and one for employees, 

a large pharmaceutical research building with separate wings for animal research labs, 

chemistry labs and biology labs, a chilled water plant, and an extensive network of 

underground material handling, utility and pedestrian tunnels linking each of the new and 

existing buildings together on campus.  All of these projects were design build as well, so 

we were working with the team of engineering and architectural consultants on the design 

of each of these buildings at the same time that we were building them.   

 

With so many large complex projects undertaken within such a short period of time, there 

were always many issues and problems to be addressed.  Geupel’s standard solution for 

addressing these issues was to throw more bodies at them.  Since Geupel’s contract with 

Lilly was cost-plus (2 X overhead), they were financially motivated to hire more project 

engineers like myself and add them to the project.     

 

In defense of Geupel, it must be noted that especially on the corporate headquarters 

campus projects, Lilly as an owner had the annoying inability to make a decision.  

Typically their first question after an issue was identified was “How long do we have to 
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decide?”  I can recall the project incurring thousands of dollars per day in additional 

scaffolding rental for an extended period of time while we tried to help them decide on a 

paint color for the structural steel beams around a three story skylight above the cafeteria.  

I attribute this to: 1) Lilly’s culture and management philosophy of consensus decision 

making and 2) the simple fact that they were all afraid to make a mistake especially right 

outside of the CEO’s window. 

 

In addition to assigning more engineers to address the issues on these projects, Geupel 

also adopted the policy of reassigning the existing project engineers as a shell game so 

that it wouldn’t appear to Lilly as if Geupel was merely profiting from project delays.  As 

a result of this policy, I found myself, during my less than four years of employment with 

Geupel, switched between no less than five different projects and serving numerous 

different roles on each.   

 

It should also be pointed out that these projects were so large in size and scope that 

typically each project engineer was assigned responsibility over only one or two 

disciplines or contracts.  So even within the same project, I often found my area of 

responsibility changing to cover a different scope of work and trade contractor.  On my 

first project, the Building 76 cafeteria and Building 75 office building, I went from 

contracting and managing the interior finishes contracts to doing the same for the kitchen 

equipment contracts within the first year.  During this time, however, Lilly became very 

concerned that the schedule was continuing to slip on these two projects as well as the 

Building 73 office building and corporate main entrance.  As a result, I was sent to 
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Philadelphia for a week to receive training on computer scheduling software and upon 

my return was given the responsibility for creating and managing the project schedules 

for all three buildings.  After doing this for less than a year, however, the east coast 

millwork company that was responsible for supplying and installing all of the high profile 

custom wood veneers for all three buildings went bankrupt.  As a result, I was reassigned 

to manage the two local millwork companies that were hired to complete the projects.  

Shortly thereafter I was assigned responsibility over the interior marble floor and wall 

contract and the custom carpet contract.  Before these projects were completed, however, 

I was once again reassigned to another project, the Building 48 pharmaceutical research 

building.   

 

My first responsibility on Building 48 was the granite and glass curtainwall system.  The 

curtainwall contractor was required to contract with one of the two national curtainwall 

testing facilities to insure that the system would not leak.  Fortunately for me, since it was 

the fall of 1992, the test facility they selected was the one in Miami and not the one in St. 

Louis.  I was required to spend several weeks watching while the contractor’s steel 

workers and masons installed a full scale mock-up of the proposed curtainwall system.  I 

also supervised, or more accurately, witnessed the tests and reported any failures back to 

my superiors.  In other words I sat on my rear all day and drank a lot of café con leché.  

When the testing was completed, I returned to Indianapolis and was assigned 

responsibility on the project for managing the installation of masonry walls, hollow metal 

doors and door hardware.  Finally, during my last four to six months with the company, I 

was reassigned to a project on Lilly’s other campus, the technology center campus or 
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LTC.  Geupel was preparing to begin the construction for Lilly of a new pharmaceutical 

process or manufacturing facility and I was assigned responsibility for managing the 

design and installation of all of the utilities for this new plant including chilled, domestic 

and purified water, natural gas, steam, electricity, city sewers and storm water sewers. 

 

During my less than four years with Geupel I worked on no less than eight different 

projects or portions of projects for an average of less than 6 months per project.  I was 

never able to start and finish a project or even my portion of a project.  I found this very 

frustrating and dissatisfying.  I realized that I had a great desire to be involved in every 

aspect of a project and to follow it through from beginning to completion.  I had pursued 

a degree in engineering and construction management because I wanted to design and 

build structures.  I did not like the compartmentalization and the endless change orders, 

meeting minutes, reports and paperwork associated with working on such large projects. 
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A change of careers 

Due in part to my growing dissatisfaction with my career in construction management, I 

enrolled in the executive MBA program through the Indiana University Kelly School of 

Business in January of 1992.  Shortly thereafter it began to become apparent that 1) the 

local construction market was in decline as a result of the recession and 2) Lilly was 

growing dissatisfied with the performance of our firm and as a result was beginning to 

award some projects to a local competitor.  Given the birth of my first daughter and my 

graduate studies in finance and accounting, I was interested in finding a new career in 

what I hoped would prove to be a more stable and fulfilling industry.   

 

In February of 1994 I accepted a position as an expert engineering witness and policy 

analyst with the Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor (OUCC).  The OUCC is 

the agency in Indiana charged with representing the public’s interests in proceedings 

brought before state and federal utility regulatory agencies.  Over the course of the next 

seven years I managed to complete my MBA, pass the professional engineering licensing 

exam, and advance within the agency from Principal Engineer, to Assistant Chief of 

Engineering, to Assistant Director of the Natural Gas Division and finally the Director of 

the Telecommunications Division.   
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The awakening 

I eventually realized that the only thing standing between me and happiness was the 30 

years of work remaining until I could retire.  Two things saved me, however.   

 

First, with the impending birth of my third daughter in 1997, I purchased a lot in an 

affluent development in the suburbs and began the process of designing a new home for 

my growing family.  While many of my friends warned me that the home building 

process would be one of the most stressful and unpleasant undertakings in my life, I 

found it thoroughly enjoyable and once again the desire to create was aroused within me.  

I designed the home to not only fulfill my family’s current and future functional needs 

but also to provide me with ongoing construction projects to continue to satisfy my desire 

to design and build.  The home was a 3,600 square foot Colonial with 4 bedrooms and 2.5 

baths.  In addition to the 3,600 square feet of finished space on the first and second floors, 

the home had:  1) an additional 1,000 square feet of unfinished space for a future bonus 

room over the three car garage; 2) a full 1800 square foot unfinished basement with a 

large window well to allow for natural daylighting through 4 full sized double hung 

windows at the northeast corner; and 3) a 600 square foot unfinished walk-up attic on the 

third floor.  I chose a colonial design both because I wanted the home, although it was 

new, to appear timeless as if it had been there longer than the development surrounding 

it, and because I believed that it offered the most functionally and economically efficient 

floor plan minimizing expensive circulation space and complex roof configurations and 

porches.  I also wanted the home to be durable, lasting, low maintenance and energy 

efficient, so I designed an all-brick façade with 2x6 framing and R19 insulation.  More by 
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chance of the lot configuration than my own design, the home had good passive solar 

orientation with its long axis facing north and south, the attached garage shading the west 

end, and most of the windows on the south façade. 

 

The second event that saved me was a trip to the Navajo reservation.  In 1998 I was asked 

to serve as a chaperone for a group of high school students traveling to the reservation in 

northwest New Mexico to do volunteer construction work for two weeks.  I went out of a 

sense of duty in order to attempt in some small way to do my part in addressing the 

poverty that I understood dominated this culture and this region of the southwestern 

United States.  Upon arrival I at first saw what I had anticipated--families living in 

substandard, run-down, government subsidized, residential housing developments 

overrun with stray dogs, broken down automobiles and un-landscaped front yards.  I was 

filled with both pity and shame.  I felt pity for those that had to live in these conditions 

and shame for the part that my own culture had historically played in creating these living 

conditions.   

 

Two weeks later, however, I left the reservation having changed it very little but being 

forever changed by it.  After two weeks I finally had been able to recognize the obvious 

inherent beauty of the place, the people and their culture.  In my initial reaction I had 

been too overwhelmed by the contrasts.  The contrast between this culture and the culture 

from which I had come; the contrast between my society’s values and this society’s 

traditional values, and the stark contrast between the natural surrounding geographic 
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beauty of the place and the drabness of the government housing developments appearing 

to have been inappropriately imported here from my native Midwest.    

 

Simply stated I had initially judged this place, these people and their culture based upon 

how they were living within the housing that my culture had imposed upon them.  I had 

recognized only the building forms familiar to me and focused on their apparent state of 

disrepair.  I had failed to recognize that these forms and the culture that they represented 

were simply out of place themselves as was I.  I had missed completely the 

overwhelming beauty of the place, the people and their deeper traditional culture and 

indigenous building forms.    

 

While I had come experiencing feelings of shame and pity, two weeks later I left 

overwhelmed with feelings of envy and shame.  Envy for the Navajo’s simple traditional 

cultural beliefs founded in seeking balance or harmony instead of material wealth, fame 

and power.  Envy for the deep and distinct natural beauty of the place and the indigenous 

building forms as represented by the traditional hogan and the ancient Anasazi ruins at 

Chaco Canyon.  I felt shame for the path for which I had chosen …Shame for the fact 

that I had until this point in my life sought happiness through opulence …Shame for the 

lack of simplicity and balance in my own life.    
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To walk in beauty 

The Navajo culture is based on the “concept of the universe being a state in which good 

and evil are maintained in interrelated harmony…”5 Good and evil do not exist 

independent of each other but instead are intertwined within everything and everyone so 

that “…the problem, therefore, is maintaining that harmony.”6  Unlike our Judeo-

Christian based belief system in which the traditional focus is the struggle of good over 

evil (us versus them), within the traditional Navajo belief system good and evil must 

coexist in everything and everyone and the focus instead must be to maintain balance or 

“Hozho.”  The word “Hozho” literally translated means “beauty.”  The term, however, in 

the context of pursuing balance or harmony is translated as “to walk in beauty.”   

In beauty may I walk 
All day long may I walk 

Through the returning seasons may I walk 
Beautifully I will possess again 

Beautifully birds 
Beautifully joyful birds 

On the trail marked with pollen may I walk 
With grasshoppers about my feet may I walk 

With dew about my feet may I walk 
With beauty may I walk 

With beauty before me may I walk 
With beauty behind me may I walk 

With beauty above may I walk 
With beauty all around me may I walk 

In old age, wandering on a trail of beauty, lively, may I walk 
In old age, wandering on a trail of beauty, living again, may I walk 

It is finished in beauty 
It is finished in beauty 

Navajo Beauty Way Ceremony 

 

                                                 
5 Raymond Friday Locke (1979)  The Book of the Navajo, Mankind House Publishing Company, p. 47 
6 Ibid 
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This pursuit of balance or Hozho is all encompassing and applies not only to the 

individuals but also to the environment and surrounding world.  To harm or mistreat any 

of the creation is to throw oneself and the world out of balance.   

 

Over the next couple of years based upon my initial experience and my continued annual 

pilgrimages to the reservation, I realized that my life was out of balance and that I was 

not truly happy.  I realized that I was simply putting in my time trying to “keep up with 

the Joneses” and get through the next thirty years until I could retire.  My eyes had been 

opened to the opulence, waste and excess within my own life and within my culture.  In 

my work within the national natural gas industry and with regulated state utilities I 

realized that too much emphasis was being placed on increasing energy supply and 

capacity and not enough on curbing the ever-increasing consumer demand and waste of 

our finite natural resources. 
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The final straw 

The straw that broke the proverbial camel’s back came in March of 2001 when I attended 

a conference held by the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissions in 

Santa Fe, New Mexico.  The primary topic of the conference was to address the 

electricity crisis experienced in California the previous summer with a keynote address to 

be presented by the newly elected president’s recently appointed chairman of the Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission.  While I can’t recall the specific details of the 

chairman’s address or of the other proceedings, the gist of most of the conversation 

during the three day event centered around concerns for increasing supply while little if 

any of the discussions touched on conservation or decreasing demand.  During the last 

full day of the conference, a mid-afternoon break was scheduled between the two 

afternoon sessions.  The break that afternoon was to be held outside in the conference 

hotel’s north facing covered courtyard.  The food to be served during this break was to be 

ice cream sundaes.  Even though it was a sunny day, it was still quite cold under the 

shaded porch where the break was to be held.  Instead of simply choosing to change the 

location to the inside or at least to change the food to something more appropriately 

warm, the hotel wheeled out several propane heaters.  I was dumbfounded by the sight of 

groups of people huddled around propane heaters eating ice cream sundaes, these, the 

same people responsible for formulating and enforcing energy policy for the entire 

country.   
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“Sometimes to find balance, you must first throw yourself off balance” 

In the hopes of simplifying my life and bringing it back into balance, in the summer of 

2001 I quit my job, sold my home, moved my family to Tucson and enrolled in the joint 

bachelors/masters program in the University of Arizona School of Architecture.  It may 

seem odd that seeking balance required my family to reduce our household income by 

75%, move almost 2,000 miles to a place where we knew no one and for me to enroll in 

an architecture program made up of students many of which were closer in age to my 

oldest daughter than to my own age.  But sometimes in order to find balance, you must 

first throw yourself off balance.  In order to escape the rut of life you must veer hard off 

of your existing path and seek a new path never to return or get caught up in the old one.   

 

My experiences on the reservation had stirred something within me, and I found myself 

drawn to both the natural beauty of the Southwest and the simplicity and truth of its 

indigenous built forms.  I marveled at not only the timeless beauty and endurance of the 

Anasazi ruins at Chaco but also the cool comfort and intimacy of its walls in the harsh 

unforgiving heat of the desert.  I was driven by two desires:  first, to learn the secrets of 

these ancient and indigenous built forms and to see if they could successfully be adapted 

by and incorporated into the built forms of our culture.  Second, to find balance within 

my life through a career that would be both challenging and fulfilling. 
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CIVANO 

Prior to moving, my family was fortunate enough to learn about the community of 

Civano.  Civano is a mixed use development located on the southeast side of Tucson, in 

an area that is now referred to as the Houghton Area Master Plan or the HAMP for short.  

Civano is intended to incorporate both sustainability and New Urbanism design 

principles.  Homes within Civano are required to be designed to reduce energy 

consumption by 50% compared to 1995 standards, to reduce interior water consumption 

to no more than 53 gallons per capita per day and incorporate the “beneficial use of 

solar7.”  The community is designed to encourage pedestrian and bicycle transportation in 

lieu of internal vehicular transportation and to promote community interaction and 

connectivity. 

                                                 
7 City of Tucson (2003) Revised Memorandum of Understanding 
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Figure 1:  Map of Tucson, Houghton Area Master Plan, City of Tucson 
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My family was attracted to Civano not just due to the energy and water efficiency 

incorporated into the homes or the pedestrian friendly well landscaped streetscapes, but 

also because of the strong sense of community and the small neighborhood K-5 charter 

school that was located within walking distance in the community.  We were able to rent 

a four bedroom, two bathroom home with an attached two car garage in the community. 
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The House Energy Doctor 

In the fall of 2001 I enrolled in the College of Architecture and Landscape Architecture’s 

joint master and bachelor program in Architecture.  The following semester in the spring 

of 2002 I had the privilege of participating in the House Energy Doctor (HED) Program 

under Dr. Nader Chalfoun.  During that semester, in the HED program we undertook the 

analysis of the thermal performance of the alternative building envelope systems of five 

separate homes within the Community of Civano.   

 

Figure 2:  Strawbale, adobe, SIPs, Heydon System, and Integra block residences, Dr. Nader Chalfoun 

 

These alternative building envelope systems included adobe, straw bale, Integra block, 

metal stud framing with rigid insulation (Heydon System), and structurally insulated 

panels (SIPs).   

 

In 2003 Dr. Chalfoun and I co-authored a paper in which we published the results of this 

work.  In this paper we outlined two findings from our study.  First, these alternative 

envelope energy efficient homes could be grouped into two basic categories, high R-

Value or “super insulated boxes” and passive solar thermal mass homes8.  Second, all of 

the homes included within this study suffered from adverse solar orientation especially 

the thermal mass homes which had their long axis facing east and west in lieu of north 

                                                 
8 Chalfoun, N. and Michal, R. (2003) Thermal Performance Comparison of Alternative Building Envelope 
Systems:  An Analysis of Five Residences in the Community of Civano. Architectural Research Centers 
Consortium, Phoenix, Arizona, USA 
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and south.  This came as somewhat of a surprise since these homes were located within 

Civano, which was originally envisioned to be the “solar village” in Tucson, Arizona 

which averages 360 days of sunshine annually.   

 

In reviewing the annual monitoring reports submitted by Civano to the City of Tucson to 

track the communities performance in terms of the energy and water goals, I discovered 

that at the time the vast majority of homes within the community were fulfilling the 

“beneficial solar” requirement through the incorporation of passive solar water heating 

systems.  I found it ironic that while Civano was receiving national and international 

recognition for sustainability and solar design, it was my experience that many residents 

within Civano thought that passive solar design simply entailed the placement of passive 

solar water preheating systems on the roofs of their homes. 
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The birth of an Idea 

During this same period I was also evaluating my family’s options for more permanent 

housing.  We wanted to stay within the community and had looked at some existing 

homes available on the resale market as well as some new production built homes.  But 

based upon my previous positive experience building my home in Indiana and my 

architectural studies, I had an increasing desire to design and build a custom home 

myself. 

 

In the spring of 2002, after several custom lots became available in the newly developed 

part of Neighborhood One of Civano, my wife and I decided to purchase a lot on which 

to build a home.  I decided that not only did I want to design my own home, but I wanted 

to design a demonstration home to showcase passive solar design. 
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Figure 3: plat map of Neighborhood One of Community of Civano, Community of Civano LLC
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Part II – The Design 

The Site 

The 15 lots made available for custom homes are in the “Desert Country” area or the 

southeast quarter of Neighborhood One.  In order to encourage connectivity and 

pedestrian circulation, this portion of the community is designed to face common area 

(CA) pedestrian pathways (CA “A”) with narrow streets for vehicular access at the rear 

of the lots.   Each row or block of lots also includes one small parking lot (CA “B”) for 

guest parking.  

 

We chose Lot 407 for several reasons.  First and foremost, it was the largest available lot 

at 6,023 square feet (lot 412 was larger but already had been purchased).  Also, the lot is 

situated between one of the small parking lots (CA “B”) to the east and a man-made wash 

(linear groundwater recharge channel) and pedestrian pathway to the west.  This meant 

that the home could be built to zero lot lines on both sides without having to incorporate 

fire rated walls since there would not be any homes placed immediately adjacent to it.  

Also, the small panhandle at the northwest end of the lot at the terminus of the street 

provided the additional space and ideal access for placement of a detached garage.  

Finally, the lot is at a higher elevation than the lots to its south and north with good 

southern exposure thereby insuring good solar access.   

 

The disadvantages of the lot are that, first and foremost, it would be  
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  Figure 4, Plat map of Kay Gartrell, City of Tucson
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exposed to unwanted solar gain and glare from the east and west during the summer 

cooling months since there will not be any houses placed immediately adjacent to it on 

the east or west.  Another disadvantage is that the lot is oriented 27.5 off of due south as 

opposed to due south which is the optimal orientation for passive solar. 

 

These opportunities and limitations were resolved in the proposed design first by 

determining that the lot’s southern property line would not be followed, but instead that a 

diagonal would be cut from the southeast corner of the property directly west across the 

lot so that the home’s south façade would face due south for optimal passive solar 

exposure.  This resulted in a front yard in the shape of a 27.5/57.5/90 degree right 

triangle.   To optimize the buildable area of the home, the east and west property lines 

were followed, so that in plan the home would not be designed as a rectangle but instead 

as a parallelogram.  This also allowed for challenging but unique interior spaces with 

obtuse and acute or non-ninety degree corners. 

 

In order to take advantage of the panhandle and to mediate unwanted solar gain from the 

late afternoon summer sun from the northwest9, the detached garage was designed to be 

placed at the northwest corner over the peninsula.  The garage was located on the zero lot 

line to the west but was held off of the north property line by 5 feet to avoid the existing 

drainage easement which runs from the street to the manmade wash to the west.   

 

                                                 
9 In Tucson located at latitude 32° north and longitude 110° west, during the summer the sun rises and sets 
north of due east and west. 
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While the west façade of the detached garage was placed on the zero lot line, the home’s 

west façade was placed 9 feet back off of the property line.  This 9 foot space allowed for 

the design of a series of masonry piers, trellises and a corrugated “V” channel on the zero 

lot line.  These elements were designed to serve five purposes.   

 

First, the corrugated “V” channel supported on the three masonry piers was intended to 

convey water harvested from the flat roof detached garage to a corrugated steel rainwater 

storage cistern to be placed at the southwest corner of the home.    

 

Second, the welded wire steel trellises were designed to be placed under the “V” channel 

and between the three piers and cistern.  The intent of the design of this system of 

trellises was to allow for the growth of deciduous vines to shade the west façade and its 

two window openings from unwanted solar gain from the afternoon summer sun.   

 

In addition, the piers and trellises are intended to provide a buffer between the common 

area pedestrian pathway or public space adjacent to the property line and the two 

bedroom windows or private space incorporated into the design’s west façade.  This 

semi-private outdoor 9 foot wide exterior buffer space would also serve as an ideal 

location for the outdoor compressor unit for the home’s split mechanical heating and 

cooling system, screened by the trellises and piers. 

 

Finally, the three masonry piers on the west façade were designed to mirror or duplicate 

the three identical 2 foot by 2 foot masonry piers incorporated into the home’s south 
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façade, repeating the same architecture pattern and thereby tying the two facades together 

aesthetically.  

 

The east façade was placed directly on the zero lot line in the interest of maximizing 

buildable space.  In order to minimize unwanted solar gain and to mediate between public 

and private space, the number and size of windows would be minimized, and these 

windows would be placed at a height to insure privacy. 
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The program 

The home is for our family of five, my wife, myself and our three daughters, aged 9, 7 

and 5 years old at the time.  As mentioned previously, we were renting a four bedroom, 

two bathroom production home within the community as shown in the figure below.  

Based upon our family’s living patterns in this 2,056 square foot home, we determined 

that we needed an additional 529 square feet of functional living space.  Specifically, the 

home’s dining room was being used as an architectural studio for my school and work, 

the family room was being utilized as the dining room, and there were no additional 

bedrooms for out of town guests.   

 

Instead of sizing the home to house all of the functional living space on the interior, we 

determined that much of this additional living space could be offset by placing other 

living functions outdoors.  The home was designed at a size of only 2,068 square feet 

with five bedrooms and three full bathrooms.  One of the bedrooms and one of the 

bathrooms were located in an attached guest suite or studio with a separate entry.  The 

kitchen and family rooms were combined into one large 571 square foot functional 

indoor living space at the heart of the house.  The functional living spaces that were 

converted to exterior unconditioned living space include the dining room or outdoor 

dining porch, the master bathroom shower or outdoor “cowboy” shower, the 

corridor/circulation space or front porch “sunspace” connecting the main house with the 

attached guest suite, the sun deck or roof top porch on the garage, and the laundry room 

which was placed in the garage instead of within the home’s interior conditioned space.  

All of this was done to decrease the need for additional mechanical heating and cooling 
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Figure 5, Floor plan of rental home, KE & G Homes 
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associated with interior conditioned living spaces and to create unique architectural 

spaces and character. 

 

 

Figure 6, Proposed floor plan, House Energy Doctor 
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Design philosophy 

The intent of the project is to demonstrate and showcase the benefits -- functional, 

thermal, and aesthetic -- of integrating passive solar and sustainable design into 

residential architecture.  With regard to passive solar, contrary to the perception of many 

people, it is my belief that adding solar panels for solar water heating or photovoltaic is 

not passive solar design.  It is simply adding a layer of technology onto conventional 

residential architecture.  While the costs of this added layer of technology may appear to 

be relatively expensive, they pale in comparison to the costs of repositioning an existing 

home for optimal passive solar orientation.  Conversely, the costs of correctly orienting a 

home during the initial design phase in accordance with good passive solar design 

fundamentals are minimal to none.  Unlike passive solar ,technology has an expected 

useful life and will eventually need to be replaced.  A passive solar home should never 

have to be re-oriented. 

 

Another way to look at it is simply on a supply versus demand basis.  While adding 

“active solar” photovoltaic technologies will increase the supply of energy available for 

consumption, they do nothing to reduce demand or the level of energy consumption.  

They simply offset energy produced at the power plant with energy produced on-site.  

Passive solar design on the other hand is intended to decrease the amount of energy 

consumed or “demanded” on-site.   

 

While active solar components or technology typically can easily be integrated into a 

passive solar design or added as a layer onto an existing passive solar home, in most 
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cases passive solar fundamentals cannot be added after the fact onto an existing home.  

Simply stated, photovoltaic panels can easily be added to a passive solar home while it is 

not as feasible for an existing home with its long axis facing due west to be rotated 90 

degrees for good passive solar orientation. 
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Computer Energy Modeling 

The single most important tool for measuring and predicting the home’s thermal 

performance during the design phase is computer energy modeling.  Computer energy 

simulation software enables the designer to design iteratively, analyzing the thermal 

performance impact of possible design changes as alternatives are considered.  During 

the design process, a computer model was constructed of the home utilizing CALPAS 3 

energy simulation software10.  This model was then used to analyze design changes being 

considered to enhance the home’s thermal performance and energy efficiency.   

 

The three most significant building systems, in terms of the home’s thermal performance, 

as measured by annual heating and cooling costs are:  the thermal mass (concrete floor 

slab, concrete masonry unit walls, and rammed earth walls), cool tower, and the passive 

solar sunspace.  As reflected in the table below, through this iterative process of design 

and modeling, and by incorporating these sustainable building systems, the home’s 

thermal performance was optimized and its annual heating and cooling consumption was 

reduced to a predicted level of only $133 per year.   

    Cooling   Heating    Total   $/sq.ft. 

Optimized Design  $   41.04   $   91.96   $ 133.00   $    0.08  

No Thermal Mass  $   91.48   $ 112.52   $ 204.00   $    0.12  

No Cool Tower  $ 590.55   $   79.45   $ 670.00   $    0.38  

No Integrated Sunspace  $   33.79   $ 151. 21  $ 185.00   $    0.11  

No mass/tower/sunspace  $ 614.00   $ 157.00   $ 771.00   $    0.44  

Table 1, Predicted Heating and Cooling Load ($) 

 
                                                 
10 Berkley Solar Group, CALPAS3 
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Building Systems 

The design philosophy inherent within sustainable design is one of efficiency--doing 

more with less through the reduction, reuse, and recycling of materials.  Fundamental to 

this design philosophy is the integration of building systems.  In other words requiring 

building systems to perform more than one building function.   

 

An example of this design fundamental is the masonry pier, corrugated “V” channel, and 

trellis shading system incorporated into the home’s west façade.  As previously discussed 

this one building system has been integrated into the home’s design to serve no less than 

five roles: a rainwater harvesting channel, a passive solar shade, a public-private space 

buffer, a mechanical equipment screen, and a unifying aesthetic element.  

 

Other examples of building systems designed to serve multiple functions include:  

concrete floors, masonry walls, rammed earth walls, cool tower, exhaust tower, integrated 

sunspace, fenestration and ventilation, structurally insulated panels, water harvesting, and 

the HVAC system.  Each of these integrated building systems will be addressed in the 

following sections. 
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Masonry walls and concrete flooring 

 

The simplest and most 

straightforward building 

system intended to serve 

multiple functions is the 

masonry wall system.  

First, aesthetically, the 

exposed masonry walls 

add to the rich pallet of 

textures and materials  

comprising the home’s Figure 7, West wall of family room, image by Terry Moore 

interior spaces.   

 

Structurally the steel reinforced masonry walls and piers serve as the primary vertical 

structural building elements.  The home’s roof loads pass down through the reinforced 

masonry walls to the concrete reinforced footings.  To enhance the structural 

performance of the masonry walls, #4 vertical reinforcing steel bars and grout were 

designed to be placed in the masonry cells at every 32 inches on center, every corner, and 

every window and door jamb. 
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Finally, masonry and concrete enhance the home’s thermal performance.  According to 

Stein & Reynolds11, there are three categories of factors affecting human thermal 

comfort:  personal, psychological or measurable environmental.  Measurable 

environmental factors include air temperature, air flow, humidity, and surface 

temperature.  The exposed masonry walls and concrete floors comprise the majority of 

the home’s interior surfaces, and therefore are the primary determinants of surface 

temperature.  Since these two materials are thermal mass materials, they have thermal 

capacity or the capacity to store heat12.  The mass of the concrete and masonry absorb 

solar radiation during the winter that is allowed to passively penetrate into the space 

during the day.  In the evenings, then, after the sun sets and as the space cools down, the 

heat is released from the thermal mass into the space thereby enhancing human thermal 

comfort.  During the summer, as long as the mass is not absorbing heat from the sun, it is 

instead absorbing heat away from the building occupants thereby enhancing human 

thermal comfort.  Then, at night, the home’s windows can be opened thereby allowing 

the heat from the mass to be released and naturally ventilated without adversely affecting 

human thermal comfort.  This natural ventilation of the mass is enhanced by Tucson’s 

average 30 degree temperature swings between daytime highs and night time lows in the 

summer.    

 

                                                 
11 Stein, Reynolds, Grondzik and Kwok, (2006) Mechanical and Electrical Equipment for Buildings, 10th 
Edition, John Wiley and Sons, p. 86 
12 Ibid, p. 192 
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Rammed Earth 

Rammed earth is another example of a sustainable building system.  First, it is comprised 

primarily of a locally readily available natural material, dirt or soil.  In many cases this 

soil can be harvested on site thereby eliminating the consumption of fossil fuels and the 

release of greenhouse gases associated with transporting materials from off site.   

 

Similar to the rainwater harvesting piers and trellis system, rammed earth also represents 

an integrated sustainable building system.  Unlike conventional wood frame wall systems 

that require the installation of exterior sheathing, insulation, and drywall or an interior 

finish system, rammed earth combines all of these into one system.  It serves as the 

structural support for the roof in lieu of the wood framing, the exterior envelope in lieu of 

exterior sheathing, and the interior aesthetic finish in lieu of drywall or some other finish 

material.   

 

In addition, rammed earth as a thermal mass material, like masonry and concrete, serves 

the added sustainable function of moderating the interior temperature.  According to 

Stein & Reynolds, even though in the winter, these thermal mass walls may feel cool to 

the touch, they are still working passively to heat the interior space. 

 

Our fingertips are the most sensitive to the rate at which heat is being 
conducted to colder objects or from hotter objects. The temperature 
of our skin at the fingertips under ordinary conditions is in the high 
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Figure 8, Typical rammed earth wall section 

80 degrees F, so our sense of touch works against many passively 
heated surfaces in winter, which feel cool even though they are 
warmer than room air temperature.  These surfaces are made of 
materials that conduct heat rapidly so that they can soak up solar 
radiation without overheating the room.  This high conductivity 
makes them eager to accept human warmth as well and persuades 
us as we touch them that they are cooler than, in fact, they are. 13  

 

As shown in the computer energy modeling table (Table 1), the use of thermal mass 

materials, including rammed earth, masonry and concrete, is predicted to enhance the 

thermal performance of the home and reduce the heating and cooling costs by $71 

annually. 

                                                 
13 Ibid, p. 192 
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Cool Tower 

One of the most significant cooling strategies in the 

Desert in terms of human thermal comfort is evaporative 

cooling.  The cool tower is designed to serve as the most 

prominent architectural feature as well as providing 

passive evaporative cooling.  Of Stein & Reynolds four 

measurable environmental factors affecting human 

thermal comfort, the cool tower directly influences three 

of the four; air temperature, humidity and air flow.  By 

adding moisture to the air, the tower decreases the air 

temperature while increasing the relative humidity.   

According to Dr. Nader Chalfoun’s Thermal 

Performance of Different Residential (Indoor 

Discharge) Cool Tower Configurations in Tucson14  Figure 9, Cool tower section 

the 30 foot tall tower as designed will generate 4,458 CFM of evaporative cooled air to 

the interior living spaces.  As discussed previously, according to the computer modeling 

the cool tower should offset $550 in annual mechanical air conditioning expense. 

 

The cool tower is designed as a side discharge tower with an approximately 5 foot by 5 

foot interior shaft cross section.  In order to generate the 4,458 CFM of evaporative 

cooled air, the tower is designed to have at least 16 feet of fall from the bottom of the 

                                                 
14 Chalfoun, Nader V., Thermal Performance of Different Residential (Indoor Discharge) Cool Tower 
Configurations in Tucson, University of Arizona College of Architecture and Landscape Architecture 
House Energy Doctor Program 
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pads to the top of the door openings at the bottom of the shaft.  The pads are Munter’s 6 

inch thick cellulose with 4 foot high by 5 foot long pad faces on each of the four faces of 

the tower.  The tower design relies on Bernoulli’s venturi effect.  Specifically, the tower 

shaft acts as a constricting vessel for air flow.  Since flow (Q) is equal to the product of 

the area (A) and the velocity (v), or Q = A * v, we know that as the now saturated cool 

moist heavy air passes through this constriction, or decreased cross sectional area, it will 

accelerate downwards, increasing the air flow through the shaft.   This also results in a 

drop in pressure causing a vacuum to form within the restriction, the shaft of the tower.  

This vacuum or venturi effect works to continuously draw the hot dry outdoor air through 

the pads, to become saturated, and to accelerate down the shaft, thereby passively 

enhancing the air flow and operation of the cool tower.  An exterior rated Hunter ceiling 

fan was installed in the shaft to enhance the performance of the tower and the initial air 

flow. 

 

Two important factors need to be considered during the tower’s design and operation to 

insure that the tower is able to function efficiently.  First, since the tower relies on the 

flow of air through the constriction of the 5 foot by 5 foot shaft, door or window openings 

of an equal or greater cross sectional area must be placed within the home’s envelope to 

insure that an equal volume of air is allowed to flow out of the home.  The tower can only 

draw in as much air as is allowed to exhaust out through these openings.  Secondly, care 

should be taken in placing these openings down wind from the tower.  Otherwise, if these 

openings are placed up wind, then the direction of air flow may be reversed by the wind 

blowing in through these openings and up out of the shaft, turning it into a chimney.  
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Since the direction of the wind varies daily and seasonally, these openings should be 

designed into each of the different faces of the facade. 

Figure 10, Cool tower detail 

 

While a bottom discharge tower would have been more efficient, based upon research of 

other towers, there were two concerns regarding the utilization of a bottom discharge 

tower design.  First, the discharge opening required within the ceiling for a bottom 

discharge tower would prove to be difficult to seal during winter months thereby 

increasing the likelihood of unwanted heat loss.   

 

Second, during operation, no matter how well designed, both bottom and side discharge 

cool towers have a tendency to experience noticeable water leakage or dripping down the 
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shaft, especially on windy days.  This can be a nuisance in a bottom discharge tower with 

its shaft opening directly above interior finished space.  To address the inevitable water 

dripping off of the cool tower pads, the bottom of the shaft was designed with a ceramic 

tile floor and floor drain, thus eliminating the possibility of water damage and simplifying 

the cleaning and maintenance of the interior of the shaft. 

 

By designing a side discharge cool tower utilizing Andersen exterior doors, the heat loss 

during the winter is no greater than the other exterior doors within the home.  Two of 

these doors were incorporated into the tower design at the base of the shaft, with one 

opening to the east and the family room and the other opening to the west and the three 

girls’ bedrooms and one bathroom.  Use of these glass Andersen doors combined with the 

incorporation of two 18 inch by 18 inch awning windows on the south façade above the 

roof line, allows the cool tower to also serve as a light well during the winter months.  

This is especially beneficial in the low 8 foot tall narrow hallway joining the three girls’ 

bedrooms and bathroom in the west wing.  The glass provides a visual connection 

between the hall and the family room and serves to make the hallway seem more open 

and less cramped.  This glass door and its light from the cool tower/light well is the only 

source of natural light for the hallway helping to open and brighten up what would 

otherwise be a dark, closed-in, less pleasant space.   

 

A tower of this size would typically utilize 13.9 gallons of water per hour.  In order to 

reduce the amount of water consumed by the tower, storage troughs and a recirculation 

pump were incorporated into the design.  An 8 inch wide by 5 foot long by 8 inch deep 
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storage trough was designed to be placed under three of the four pad faces to capture 

water not absorbed by the pads or evaporated.  A 2 inch return or lip was placed on the 

front of each of these troughs to hold the 6 inch pads in place by friction.  Similarly 6 

inch high stainless steel chairs or pad seats were fabricated to hold the pads up out of the 

water collected in each trough.  The three water troughs were designed to be plumbed to 

one larger “master trough” placed under the fourth pad.  This “master trough” is 16 

inches wide to allow it to house a 1/3 horsepower submersible pump.  All of the water 

from the four pads and the other three troughs is designed to flow back to the master 

trough.  This water is then pumped up four feet to the top of the tower and distributed 

over each of the pad faces.  The system is designed to be plumbed to allow domestic 

water pressure to deliver fresh water to the “master trough” to compensate for water loss 

due to evaporation and to insure that the submersible pump does not burn out.  A float 

valve on the domestic water line plumbed to the master trough is designed to regulate and 

maintain the water level required for the operation of the recirculation pump.   

 

The system is also configured to allow domestic water pressure to distribute potable 

water directly to the pads, bypassing the float valve in the master trough and the 

recirculation pump.  Operating in this “non-recirculating” mode has the advantage of 

eliminating the use of the 1/3 horsepower pump and its associated energy as well as 
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Figure 11, Cool tower trough fabrication details by Quick Custom Metals 

 

reducing the build up of salt deposits on the pads associated with continuously 

recirculating the same water.  The disadvantage, however, as stated previously, is the 

consumption of almost 14 gallons of water per hour.  During this “non-recirculating” 

mode of operation, the excess water from the pads is designed to flow from the troughs to 

an overflow valve placed off of the back porch of the home.  This water is then 

incorporated into the rainwater and graywater harvesting system designed into the 

backyard landscaping as will be discussed in a subsequent section. 
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Figure 12, Cool tower water supply plumbing  
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In addition to the tower’s functions as an evaporative cooler, light well, and primary 

architectural feature, the tower serves as a significant vertical structural support member.  

The 18 foot tall base of the cool tower shaft is constructed of reinforced concrete 

masonry units.  The 18 inch by 18 inch reinforced, grouted, masonry piers were 

integrated into the northeast and southwest corners of the tower shaft design.  The 

northeast masonry pier is designed to carry the west end of the main glue-laminate beam 

spanning the family room/kitchen and clerestory windows.  The southwest pier is 

designed to carry the northeast end of the main steel girder which in turn supports the 

steel roof trusses which serve as the roof’s structural system for the west wing. 

 

        Figure 13, Water distribution manifold by Bill Cunningham 
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Exhaust tower 

Since the cool tower is immediately adjacent to 

the three girls’ bedrooms to the west and to the 

family room/kitchen to the east, there was a 

concern that the evaporative cooled air would not 

reach the master bedroom.  To address this 

concern the second tower, or exhaust tower, was 

incorporated into the master bathroom design.  

Since hot air is not as dense as cold air, the hot air 

rises.  The highest windows in the home at 18 feet 

above finished floor were placed in this tower to 

allow the hot air from the house to exhaust out.  

This passive ventilation design concept is also 

known as stack ventilation.  Through stack ventilation, the hot air is exhausted out of this 

second tower, thereby drawing the cool air from the cool tower into and through the 

master bedroom space.  Since according to Stein & Reynolds15, stack ventilation “works 

only when the outside is cooler than the inside,” a ceiling fan was added to promote the 

flow of hot air out of the exhaust tower and evaporative cooled air into the bedroom 

behind it.   

 

                                                 
15 Stein, Reynolds, Grondzik and Kwok, (2006) Mechanical and Electrical Equipment for Buildings, 10th 
Edition, John Wiley and Sons, p. 290 

Figure 14, Exhaust tower section
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Figures 15 & 16, Exhaust tower meditation loft interior image by Cody Robertson, 
Exhaust tower exterior image by Terry Moore  
 

Like the other building systems, the exhaust tower building system is intended to fulfill 

more than one function.  Spatially, an open wood floor system was added at 10 feet AFF 

to create a meditation loft.  The installation of this open wood floor system allows the 

tower to still perform thermally while creating a new space out of what would have 

otherwise been a master bathroom with an 18 foot finish ceiling height. 

 

In addition, aesthetically, the second tower, shorter and larger in cross section, is 

designed to serve as another vertical mass from the exterior.  This second tower is 

intended to balance the vertical mass of the cool tower architecturally.   
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Integrated sunspace 

To more efficiently passively heat the home in the winter, an integrated sunspace has 

been designed into the home’s south façade.  A sunspace uses glazing in concert with 

mass to capture the sun’s radiant heat and release it into the living space.  According to 

Milne and Givoni, “glass is transparent to solar radiation, but opaque to longer-wave 

radiation emitted by the interior building materials.”16 

 

Figure 17, Front porch/sunspace section 

 

One of the disadvantages of a sunspace, especially in our temperate climate, is that during 

the summer cooling season it can add unwanted heat to the home.  To prevent heat build 

up in the summer, two steps were taken in the sunspace’s design.  First the sunspace was 

separated from the conditioned living spaces.  The sunspace is located in the 

                                                 
16 Milne and Givoni, Energy Conservation Through Building Design, p. 101 
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approximately 177 square foot covered front porch with exterior masonry and rammed 

earth walls separating the two. 

 

The second step was the integration of two glass overhead doors to serve as the glazing.  

This allows the overhead doors to be closed in the winter so that the captured heat can be 

distributed to the interior conditioned spaces via the exterior doors and windows that 

connect the porch to the family room, master bedroom, and guest suite.  Then during the 

summer, the overhead doors can be opened thereby preventing heat from being trapped in 

the space.  As outlined in the computer energy modeling, the sunspace is predicted to 

save approximately $52 per year in winter heating costs. 

 

Functionally, with the incorporation of the glass overhead doors, the sunspace can also be 

used as a front porch or seating area.  This outdoor functional living space also serves as 

the circulation corridor or link between the main house and the guest bedroom suite.   
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Fenestration and Ventilation 

 

Like the other building systems, the 

doors and windows (or fenestration) 

systems were designed to fulfill 

multiple roles including: passive 

solar heating, daylighting, 

ventilation, and views.  First, fifty 

percent of the homes windows and 

glass doors were designed to be 

placed on the south façade for     Figure 18, Solar profile angles by Dr. Chalfoun 

passive heating.  As shown in the attached diagram by Dr. Chalfoun17, the windows 

within this façade were sized and placed to allow the low winter sun, which in Tucson 

reaches its lowest altitude of 35 degrees at the winter solstice on December 21, to 

penetrate into the space while shading out the high summer sun which reaches 81 degrees 

on the summer solstice on June 21.  At noon on the equinox on September 21 and March 

21, the sun is at an altitude of 58 degrees.  From September 21 until March 21 the sun is 

allowed in to passively heat the home.  From March 21 until September 21 the sun is 

shaded out to avoid unwanted heat gain. 

 

By sizing the roof overhangs over the standard window opening to be 24 inches deep, the 

sun is effectively shaded out of the space from the south façade during the summer 

                                                 
17 Chalfoun, NV, Solar Geometry and Astronomical Relationships, House Energy Doctor, p. 1.10 
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months from March 21 through September 21 and allowed to penetrate into the space and 

radiantly heat it and the interior thermal mass during the winter.  Additional shading is 

provided for the glass doors by designing them to be inset within the two foot rammed 

earth walls and masonry piers.  This serves to provide shading in addition to the 2 foot 

overhang, in effect lengthening the overhang, with the sides serving as vertical fins for 

shading from the rising and setting sun.  To minimize heat gain and loss through the 

glazing, Andersen double glazed low-e doors and windows were specified for the home.  

 

The north façade was designed to have the second highest concentration of windows for 

day lighting and natural ventilation.  The north façade has the least direct solar exposure 

and therefore the least glare and best quality diffuse light for natural day lighting.  With 

regards to natural ventilation, the prevailing diurnal winds within the Tucson valley (as 

well as at the site) flow from north to south or uphill from Phoenix to Mexico during the 

day and then reverse during the evening flowing from south to north downhill from 

Mexico towards Phoenix.  Given these daily prevailing wind patterns, the placement of 

the operable windows on the north façade are then able to work in concert with the 

operable windows located on the south façade to optimize natural ventilation.   

 

The size and quantity of windows on the east and west facades have been minimized to 

reduce unwanted solar gain and harsh glare.  Only two windows were designed on the 

west façade.  These two bedroom windows provide ventilation and are required by code 

for fire egress.  As discussed previously, the combination masonry pier and trellis 

rainwater harvesting system was designed to shade and mitigate the solar gain at these 
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two west facing windows.  Also, as discussed previously, the quantity and size of the 

windows on the east façade were minimized as well.   Only three small 18 inch by 18 

inch operable awning windows were incorporated into the east façade to enhance 

ventilation for the guest bedroom/study and bathroom.  These were located high in the 

wall to insure privacy while still providing views to the Rincon Mountains to the east.   

 

Similarly, the fenestration on the north and south facades were located wherever possible 

to frame views to the Santa Catalina Mountains to the north and the Santa Rita Mountains 

to the south without compromising thermal performance.   

 

Figure 19, View to the north from kitchen door 

 

Natural ventilation and human thermal comfort are enhanced through the incorporation of 

12 ceiling fans throughout the interior and exterior functional living spaces.  Ceiling fans 
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were designed to be incorporated into each of the five bedrooms, the family room, 

kitchen, master bathroom/exhaust tower, cool tower, the south front porch/sunspace as 

well as the north facing dining porch.   

 

In addition to enhancing natural ventilation, the ceiling fans are also designed to create 

comfortable micro-climates for perceived human thermal comfort through the measurable 

environmental factor of air motion.  These ceiling fans create comfortable micro-climates 

by lowering the perceived temperature of occupants.  According to Stein & Reynolds 

perceived air temperature decreases by 1 degree for every 15 feet per minute of air 

flow18.  By improving human thermal comfort within the home’s micro-climate through 

the use of air flow, the reliance on whole house air conditioning systems can be reduced 

and ambient air temperature within the home can be maintained at a level higher than 

normal while still allowing occupants to feel comfortable.  

 

                                                 
18 Stein, Reynolds, Grondzik and Kwok, (2006) Mechanical and Electrical Equipment for Buildings, 10th 
Edition, John Wiley and Sons, p. 323 
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Structurally Insulated Panels 

Figure 20, Structurally insulated roof panel 

The roof system designed for the main part of the house19 is structurally insulated panels 

or SIPs.  Like the other building systems, this system was selected because of its ability 

to fulfill more than one function.   

 

First, structurally and aesthetically, the incorporation of these panels allows for high, 

open ceilings over the family room/kitchen and master bedroom space without the need 

for additional structural members or beams.  In the family room/kitchen space, these 

panels were designed to span from the top of the glass and masonry pier wall (9’-6” AFF) 

                                                 
19 A steel roof truss system was designed for the west wing over the girls’ three bedrooms and bathroom 
and the east over the guest bedroom suite. 
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of the south façade over 22 feet to the north to the top of the glue laminate beam (11’-6” 

AFF) supporting the clerestory windows.  From the top of the clerestory windows (15’ 

AFF) the panels span over 10 feet to the top (11’-6” AFF) of the back masonry wall of 

the kitchen at the north façade.  The engineered joists or TJIs integrated into the panels 

eliminates the need for additional structural members such as joists or beams, which 

would have reduced the openness of the space. 

 

Another function of the roof panels is that of insulation.  According to Stein & Reynolds 

there are two classes of materials; conductors and insulators20.  While conductors 

promote heat flow, insulators resist heat flow.  A material’s resistance to heat flow or its 

insulating value is expressed as its R-value.  The 10 ½ inch thick panels are comprised of 

approximately 9 ¼ inches of polystyrene sandwiched between two sheets of 5/8 inch 

orchestrated strand board (OSB) plywood.  The 9 ¼ inches of polystyrene alone, at 

approximately R-4 per inch, has an insulating value of R-38. 

 

The use of structurally insulated panels also eliminates the added step of installing 

plywood underlayment as a surface for the finish roofing material.  The top layer of 5/8 

inch OSB serves as the plywood underlayment.   

                                                 
20 Stein, Reynolds, Grondzik and Kwok, (2006) Mechanical and Electrical Equipment for Buildings, 10th 
Edition, John Wiley and Sons, p. 183 
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Figure 21, Interior view of structurally insulated panels, image by Wilson Graham 

 

Finally, in the family room, the underside or bottom layer of the panel’s OSB plywood 

facing serves as the finish ceiling material.  This was done for three reasons.  First, with 

the abundance of masonry, steel and concrete, it was hoped that the introduction of 

additional exposed wood would serve to soften and warm the space aesthetically.  

Second, the elimination of an additional veneer applied to the face of these panels 

reduces the consumption of resources, labor, and expense.  Finally, as a demonstration 

home, it was desired to leave some of the panels exposed to better inform visitors as to 

the materials and systems incorporated within the home.   
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To minimize off gassing from the OSB and polystyrene, the panels were first sanded and 

a water-based clear-coat sealer was applied to the panel’s interior face.   A Polystyrene 

panel system was selected over a higher R-value polyurethane system in part due to the 

reduction in off gassing.  The other advantage of the polystyrene system is that the panels 

can span 24 feet versus the polyurethane system, which can not span as far and would 

have required an additional glue laminate beam in the family room. 

 

Thus, the structurally insulated panels fulfill the space’s structural, aesthetic, and 

functional (both thermal and spatial) requirements. 
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Water Harvesting 

Three types of water harvesting systems have been incorporated into the design; simple, 

complex and hybrid.  Each of these systems is designed to be unique both geographically, 

as they serve different areas, and functionally, in that they have differing operational 

configurations. 

 

The first rainwater harvesting system is located at the west façade, as previously 

discussed within the section covering site selection.  This system utilizes a 4 foot 

diameter by approximately 9 foot tall galvanized steel culvert storage tank or cistern with 

a capacity of over 800 gallons to collect water from the garage’s flat roof patio space.  

This system, based off of the cistern design by Scott Calhoun, ACNP of ZonaGardens21, 

is unique compared to the other two systems in that it is considered a “complex” system 

since water is being stored.   

 

It is considered complex because the introduction of storage requires the consideration of 

several complex issues or challenges.  First, if the cistern is not covered or enclosed as in 

the case in the proposed design, exposure of the stored water to solar radiation will 

promote the growth of algae within the water which can affect its odor and taste.  Since 

this water is directly tied into the irrigation system for the deciduous vines growing on 

the adjacent shade trellises, this concern is not as critical.  Second, open standing water 

can promote the growth of mosquitoes.  This has been addressed in the design through  

                                                 
21 Calhoun, Scott, Water Harvesting Culvert Schematic Drawing, 
http://www.zonagardens.com/landscape/rainwater.asp 
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Figure 22, Rainwater harvesting cistern diagram by Scott Calhoun 
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both the incorporation of a floating lid and the use of mosquito pellets or tabs periodically 

added to the water to inhibit the gestation of mosquito larvae.  Also, the floating cover or 

lid will serve to reduce the loss of water due to evaporation.  As discussed previously, 

this overall system with the integrated trellises and masonry piers, was designed to 

accomplish several purposes in addition to rainwater harvesting, including aesthetics, 

buffering, screening, and shading. 

 

The second rainwater harvesting system is the simplest of the three designed for the 

home.  This system in the front or south yard simply incorporates the use of permeable 

surface material, landscaping, and masonry seat walls to both allow water to penetrate 

into the soil and to slow the flow of water off of the site.  Water that falls on the 

landscape or flows off of the roof during a rain event is allowed to soak into the soil at 

this patio area through the use of washed aggregate decomposed granite (DG) 

landscaping ground cover in lieu of a solid or impervious surface such as concrete.  This 

is further promoted through the integration of a masonry seat wall into the design.  This 

seat wall impedes the flow of the majority of surface runoff from leaving the site by 

serving as a check dam.   

 

In addition to its function as part of the front yard’s simple rainwater harvesting system, it 

system also serves several other functions.  Functionally, the seat wall serves to define 

the outdoor living room or patio space and to separate it from the common area and 

community pedestrian pathway to the south.  The incorporation of a fire pit into the 
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Figure 23, southwest elevation, image by Terry Moore 

design of this southern/winter sun oriented space is intended to enhance its utilization as a 

winter outdoor living room.  These low masonry walls or seat walls at approximately 24 

inches above finish grade also serve to provide seating and promote gathering around the 

fire pit in this seasonal outdoor living space.  Finally, the seat walls are intended to serve 

as an aesthetic element or accent, along with the landscape, to frame the view of the 

home from the south. 

 

The third rainwater harvesting system is a hybrid or combination of both the simple and 

complex systems and is located in the homes north (street) facing or rear yard.  Like the 

simple system for the homes south yard, the system incorporates permeable washed DG 
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groundcover material, landscape plants, and a masonry wall to promote saturation of the 

soil by water flowing off of the north roof.  However, two additional elements have been 

added to this system.   

 

First, raised bed garden containers and a fountain have been designed to be situated under 

the roof to capture any water that flows off of the roof.  Water is absorbed into the soil 

within the garden bed containers and is allowed through holes in the bottom of these 

containers also to drain down into the ground below.   Water that flows into the 

approximately 300 gallon fountain is simply used to supplement and replace any water  

 

Figure 24, Rear yard with fountain, raised bed garden, and French drain 
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previously lost due to evaporation.  An overflow is designed into the plumbing of this 

tank so that excess water is piped to the adjacent French drain that will be discussed in 

the next paragraph.  In order to mitigate the concerns related to mosquitoes and algae 

growth in the fountain’s pond, Koi and mosquito fish have been introduced.  This pond 

and fountain, along with the garden beds, enhance the aesthetic appeal of this north 

facing yard space.  In concert with the lush native landscaping, the shade provided by the 

deep roof overhand along the north façade, and the outdoor dining porch, the sounds of 

flowing water help to create a pleasant summer outdoor living space.  Unlike the previous 

building systems, this rear yard landscape and fountain can more appropriately be 

classified as “psychological factors” affecting human thermal comfort as opposed to the 

measurable environmental factors of air temperature, air movement, humidity, and 

surface temperature.  According to Stein & Reynolds these psychological factors include 

“color, texture, sound, light, movement, and aroma,” and should be utilized along with 

the more tangible measurable environmental factors to “make people more 

comfortable.”22 

 

                                                 
22 Stein, Reynolds, Grondzik and Kwok, (2006) Mechanical and Electrical Equipment for Buildings, 10th 
Edition, John Wiley and Sons, p. 86 
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Figure 25 ,Site plan, image by House Energy Doctor 

 

As mentioned previously, another component of water harvesting incorporated into the 

design at the north yard is the French Drain.  This drain is designed to run all the way 

across the north or rear yard from east to west.  The French drain basically consists of a 2 

foot wide channel excavated to 24 inches deep at its center and sloping up to 12 to 18 

inches at either end.  The channel is filled with smooth Pantano River rocks to give it the 

aesthetic appearance of a dried out creek bed.  Functionally, the channel serves as both a 
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storage system to collect any surface flow and overflow from the fountain as well as an 

impediment, preventing water from leaving the site.  The channel also promotes the 

growth of native plants and wildflowers along the edge of the channel.  A salvaged native 

mesquite tree has been located adjacent to the French Drain at the channels deepest point. 

 

In addition, this French Drain is designed to serve as the home’s graywater harvesting 

system.  The plumbing for the outdoor shower is designed to carry water from the shower 

drain underground through PVC pipes to an outlet at the east end of the French Drain.  

Water from the shower is then able to flow by gravity down to the deepest point adjacent 

to the native salvaged mesquite tree.  This tree was selected especially for this purpose as 

a fast growing native plant that can tolerate large volumes of water, even water 

containing soaps and shampoos.  Thus, like the other integrated building systems, this 

rear yard combination rainwater and graywater harvesting system is designed to serve 

several objectives.  Aesthetically, the presence of the lush landscaping, Koi pond and 

fountain, and the dried out river bed create a pleasant visual and sensory experience.  The 

shade offered by the north facing deep dining porch and the native mesquite, combined 

with the psychological cooling effect of the sound of the gurgling fountain, provide for 

human thermal comfort in this summer season outdoor living space.  Functionally, these 

elements help to define the space as well as serving to promote the growing of vegetables 

for consumption and the conservation of water through graywater and rainwater 

harvesting.  
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HVAC System 

Two separate traditional mechanical space conditioning systems were incorporated.  A 1 

ton mini split ductless heat pump serves the approximately 144 square foot, separate 

entry, guest suite.  A 3 ton conventional split system SEER 12 heat pump provides the 

balance of the interior space at the main house and serves as a backup to the cool tower.  

This is necessary because during the monsoon season the relative humidity is too high for 

evaporative cooling to work.   

 

While the up front cost of two separate mechanical systems for the main house and guest 

suite is more expensive, separating the systems allows both units to operate more 

efficiently since they can be placed in a location more central to the areas they serve.  

Each separate system operates more efficiently through the decrease in length or 

elimination of duct work.  This separation of the systems also reduces energy 

consumption since occupancy of the guest suite is sporadic compared to the main house.  

When the guest suite is not in use or being occupied, its mechanical system is turned off. 

 

In addition to the mechanical system serving to affect human thermal comfort through the 

regulation of air temperature, in the main house it is also designed to serve two related 

aesthetic roles.  Both relate to the thermal performance functional design decision to 

install all ductwork in conditioned space. 

 

First, in the family room and the master bedroom, round metal ductwork is designed to be 

an exposed architectural element.  This combined with the exposed masonry walls, 
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exposed OSB plywood ceilings, and concrete floors are intended to establish a diverse 

and rich palette of exposed textures and materials. 

 

Second, at the girls’ three bedrooms and bathroom comprising the west wing, steel 

trusses were designed to comprise the roof structure in lieu of SIPs.  Drywall ceilings 

were installed on the underside of these steel trusses thereby establishing 9 foot ceilings 

in the three bedrooms with R-32 blown-in insulation above these drywall ceilings.  In 

order to allow the ductwork to be installed in conditioned space, in the bathroom and the 

hallway a second ceiling was installed at 8 feet above finished floor to create a chase for 

the ductwork.  This chase is designed to serve an aesthetic role by creating a contrast 

between the hall ceiling height and the ceiling height in the three bedrooms.  Although 

the bedrooms are relatively small at approximately 10 feet by 10 feet in plan, this 

difference in ceiling heights is intended to make the bedrooms feel more open and larger 

upon entering them from the shorter and more restricted hallway. 
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Incorporating technology 

While technology should not be relied upon solely to make a residence or building 

sustainable, it is appropriate to incorporate technology as part of the overall design.  

Technology systems were incorporated into the home primarily to facilitate conservation 

of water and the energy associated with water heating.   

 

An active closed loop solar water heating system was incorporated into the design.  This 

system utilizes two of the Solar Rating and Certification Corporation’s (SRCC) certified 

4 feet by 8 feet Sun Earth flat plate collectors with a closed loop glycol heat exchange 

media and an 80 gallon solar water heating tank to displace a minimum of 550 kWhr per 

year per bedroom.  Installed with optimal due south orientation and at an angle equivalent 

to a 5/12 roof pitch, this system displaces up to 2,900 kWhr of electricity per year23.   

Even if the panels were installed at an orientation of 90 degrees due east or due west of 

south, the system is designed to still operate at 80% efficiency24.  To further enhance the 

system’s energy efficiency, the solar water heating tank’s electric element was placed on 

a timer.  This insures that back-up electrical power is not consumed to heat water in the 

tank during periods of the day when hot water is typically not in demand. 

 

To reduce the waste of energy and water, a hot water re-circulating loop was integrated.  

This loop in the home’s hot water system ties each of the hot water fixtures together into 

a continuous loop.  A pump is operated as part of this loop to circulate hot water between 
                                                 
23 Solar Rating and Certification Corporation (2002) Annual Performance of OG-300 Certified Systems in 
Tucson, Arizona 
24 Christensen and Barker (2001) Proceedings of Solar Forum, “Effects of Tilt and Azimuth on Annual 
Incident Solar Radiation for United States Locations”  
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the fixtures and the solar water heater.  Lighted switches were installed at the two farthest 

fixture locations in the master bathroom and the guest bathroom to allow the pump to be 

turned on and hot water to be circulated to these fixtures prior to their use.  This prevents 

the unnecessary waste of approximately one gallon of water per use in the 24 seconds it 

takes for hot water to flow from the water heater to the master bathroom.  The light on 

the switch is intended to insure that the pump is switched off and does not run 

continuously thereby wasting energy and reducing the pump’s operating life. 

 

To reduce water consumption, four water conserving appliances or technologies were 

added to the design.  First, and most importantly, standard 1.6 gallon-per-flush toilets 

were replaced with Australian manufactured Caroma ultra low-flow, dual-flush toilets.  

This is significant, because according to a 1999 national study conducted by the 

American Water Works Association Research Foundation, the toilet accounts for the 

highest per capita water usage in the average residential household.  It is estimated that 

these toilets will save between four and eight gallons of domestic water per capita per 

day. 

 

Similarly, motion sensor water faucets were incorporated into three bathroom vanities, 

and a Bricor 1.5 gallon per minute shower head was integrated into the girl’s snail25 

shower to reduce water consumption in the bathrooms. 

 

                                                 
25 a snail shower refers to a shower configured to eliminate the need for a shower curtain or door 
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Finally, a Fisher & Paykel two drawer dishwasher was incorporated into the kitchen’s 

design.  This dishwasher, manufactured in New Zealand, allows for the use of one or two 

drawers depending upon whether a half load or full load of dishes need to be washed.  

Each drawer consumes between 2 and 2.5 gallons of water compared to the average 

conventional dishwasher consumption of over 10 gallons of water per load.   
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Re-use and Recycling 

Up to this point, the primary emphasis of this paper has been on the sustainable design 

principle of efficiency, or the reduction in the consumption of materials or resources over 

the life of the home, through the incorporation of multi-functional building systems and 

added technology.  Another important sustainable design principle is that of material re-

use and recycling 

 

The most readily available and versatile recycled building material is steel.  The steel 

components included into the home’s design include: metal stud framing for all interior 

walls; steel roof trusses for the east and west wings; galvanized corrugated steel panels as 

the ceiling finish material in the kitchen and master bedroom; galvanized steel watering 

troughs for the guest bathroom bathtub, outdoor Koi pond and fountain, and raised bed 

garden planting containers; the recycled stainless steel hospital therapy tub in the master 

bathroom; corrugated galvanized steel panels as the privacy screen for the outdoor 

shower; and as the “V” channel for the rainwater harvesting system on the west façade.   

 

In addition to being composed of recycled content and of being a good structural building 

material, steel materials have the advantage of being resistant to termite damage unlike 

wood.   Steel studs are straighter and have incorporated openings in their webbing to 

reduce waste and allow for electrical chases within the wall.  Steel also has the ability to 

reflect and diffuse light as in the case of the corrugated ceiling panels in the kitchen, 

which reflects and diffuses the natural day light from the adjacent south facing clerestory 

windows.   
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While masonry and steel are utilized whenever possible as the primary structural building 

systems, in some cases the use of wood is appropriate and beneficial.   I feel strongly, 

however, that wood should be used only where it cannot be easily replaced with another 

material.  I also feel strongly that in cases where the use of wood is unavoidable or 

deemed to be appropriate, every effort should be made to insure that the wood is exposed.  

Given the natural beauty and colors of this rich material, it should be displayed and not 

covered up.   

 

The home incorporates the use of wood in the SIPs panels, roof underlayment, cool tower 

shear panels/sheathing and posts, glue laminate beams, bathroom vanities, cabinetry and 

bedroom and finish millwork, the exhaust tower open flooring, and the door and window 

facing and trim.  With the exception of the roofing underlayment and the cool tower shear 

panels and posts, the wood structural elements are all exposed.  OSB was utilized for all 

of the underlayment and cool tower shear panels.  All but the treated 6 x 6 wood posts 

represent wood materials manufactured from recycled content. 

 

Some of the home’s fixtures are also recycled or re-used.  Specifically, the stainless steel 

master bathroom bathtub is a recycled hospital therapy tub purchased from Gerson’s used 

building materials.  The guest bathroom vanity is a slightly modified wooden drafting 

table recycled from the school of architecture.  The girl’s bathroom vanity is a recycled 

dining room table purchased for our first home back in 1990.  The light above the master 

bathroom vanity is an old industrial explosion resistant light fixture purchased from 

Gerson’s.  The exterior light fixture above the stairs leading up to the garage rooftop 
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patio is also from Gerson’s.  The overflow discharge for the rainwater harvesting cistern 

is an old industrial safety shower head purchased from another local, used building 

material yard. 

Figure 26, Master bathroom, Image by Terry Moore 
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Part III – The Construction 

And now a word from our sponsors 

As I was completing the design, I realized that the next challenge would be to secure 

financing.  While we had been able to pay cash for the lot from savings, as a graduate 

student and an elementary school teacher, with three children, we knew that we did not 

have the savings or the income necessary to secure a construction loan.  Since as part of 

the design process I had already 

determined the key materials I 

intended to incorporate into the 

home’s construction, I decided to 

contact manufacturers to see if they 

would be willing to donate their 

materials in exchange for marketing 

exposure.   

      Figure 27, Construction sign 

 

The first materials that I identified to be donated were the concrete masonry units.  

Except for the four rammed earth walls, all of the exterior walls, the stemwalls, some of 

the interior walls, and the piers were designed to be constructed with concrete blocks; 

thus masonry represents the single most significant building component on the project. 
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I started calling all of the local concrete block manufacturing companies.  When I called 

Central Arizona Block Company (CABCO), I was fortunate to have the opportunity to 

speak with Katy Young, one of the owners.  After I explained that I was a graduate 

student in the University of Arizona School of Architecture designing and building a 

masonry, passive solar, sustainable demonstration/showcase home as part of my Master’s 

thesis, she invited me to make a presentation to her and her husband, Duane Young.  I put 

on a suit, packed up my physical model of the home, and grabbed my laptop with a 

PowerPoint presentation of the project.  When I arrived at their office, they greeted me 

very warmly.  Before I could even open up my laptop, Duane asked to see my model.  I 

explained the design to him as he examined the model.  Without hesitation they offered to 

donate $4,000 worth of concrete masonry units or almost all the block for the entire 

project.  Then Duane proceeded to call Arizona Portland Cement and convinced them to 

donate $1,028 in mortar; he also called Rinker Building Materials and convinced them to 

provide all of the concrete for the project at the builder’s discount rate of over $10 per 

cubic yard less than retail.  In exchange, I promised to provide exposure for the product 

in home tours and publications of the project.  I also agreed to include their company 

logo on the construction sign and promised them a copy of the time lapse video of the 

entire construction process. 

 

I had similar good fortune with ceiling fans.  I selected Hunter ceiling fans because of 

their reputation for manufacturing a quality product.  I was fortunate to be able to reach 

Gary Feder, the Director of Market Planning and Communications.  Gary agreed to 
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provide 1126 top of the line Hunter ceiling fans and extension rods for only $372.79 

which is $2,168.25 less than retail.   

 

Tucson Electric Power Company (TEP) agreed to donate $2,000 towards the cost of the 

mechanical system in exchange for designating the home a TEP Guarantee “all-electric 

home.”   

 

DOW Styrofoam Company agreed to provide all of the 2 inch extruded polystyrene rigid 

insulation or DOW Blue Board at 50% off which represented a project savings of $1,889.   

 

Glacier-Corp out of Phoenix agreed to donate all of the 6 inch cellulose evaporative 

cooling pads for the cool tower which represented an $800 contribution.   

 

Caroma USA and Dana Jones with Sunstate Sales, Caroma’s Arizona distributor, donated 

over $1,800 worth of bathroom fixtures including all three of the Caroma dual-flush, ultra 

low-flow toilets, the motion sensor bathroom vanity faucets and the Bricor 1.5 GPM 

shower head.  Dana Jones has especially been a great resource and supporter of the 

project.  I am very grateful for his support.  

 

Onset Computer Corporation donated $944 worth of its HOBO data loggers to monitor 

the post occupancy temperature and humidity levels.   

 

                                                 
26 The twelfth ceiling fan located in the cool tower was purchased separately at a later time. 
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The local Daltile supplier provided the bathroom ceramic tile at wholesale pricing which 

represented a project savings of $1,600.   

 

Former University of Arizona adjunct faculty member Dick Ebeltoft, of Ebeltoft 

Structural Engineering, provided free consulting and assistance to help me perform all of 

my structural calculations.  His time spent reviewing my work and giving me advice, 

represented a donation of $2,068 worth of billable hours.   

 

Similarly, Al Nichols, of Al Nichols engineering, provided me with $1,000 of assistance 

and advice in completing the mechanical equipment calculations and sizing.  Al has 

always been a great advocate for sustainability as well as a wonderful neighbor. 

 

Finally, Simmons Buntin, of Ocotillo Design, created and maintained the project website, 

which represents a donation worth $5,070.  Simmons has been a gracious supporter of the 

project from the beginning as well as a great friend. 

 

All told, I was able to secure almost $25,000 in material, financial, and service donations.  

As will be discussed later, this represents 10% of the home’s total construction cost.   
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Special inspections 

By the spring of 2003, I had completed the construction documents.  I completed my 

plans and submitted the application for a building permit with the City of Tucson in late 

May.  Apparently the development services department was short residential plans’ 

examiners, because I did not receive my rejected plans back until early July.  I addressed 

all of the plans’ examiner’s comments and resubmitted them on July 23, 2003 not 

expecting to get them back for another six to eight weeks.   

 

I was pleasantly surprised on August 8, when I was contacted by development services 

and informed me that my plans had been approved and were ready to be picked up.  I 

excitedly called my concrete contractor and scheduled him to begin excavating the 

footings first thing the following week.  I was later unpleasantly surprised when, while 

reviewing my plans, I discovered the plans’ examiner had stamped my plans as requiring 

“special inspections.”  I subsequently learned that development services had enlisted 

several of their commercial plans examiners to assist with the backlog of residential 

plans.  Evidently, when the commercial plans’ examiner saw that my design was a little 

“out of the ordinary”, he/she decided that special inspections would be warranted for all 

concrete, masonry, rammed earth, and field welding. 

 

I must admit, however, that I am responsible, at least in part, for the concrete special 

inspections.  As I was compiling my initial budget, I priced out both standard strength 

concrete and extra strength, or 3,000 psi concrete, and learned that there was little to no 

difference in cost.  I assumed, therefore, that the 3,000 psi concrete, although I didn’t 
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need it structurally, would be better and specified it for all of the concrete in the home.  I 

later learned from Dick Ebeltoft that most structural engineers only specify 3,000 PSI if it 

is needed structurally.  So, when a plans examiner sees that 3,000 PSI concrete has been 

specified, they are much more likely to require special inspections.  I learned that I could 

have specified standard strength concrete and simply ordered the higher strength concrete 

for each pour.  

 

I was then concerned that the special inspections were going to cost more time and 

money.  In a panic I called all over town to find a special inspection firm that could pick 

up my project on very short notice and, hopefully, give me a break on their fees.  I was 

fortunate to be able to get in touch with Dave Obenoff of Terracon Consulting Engineers 

and Scientists.  Dave explained the process to me and agreed to arrange for his firm to 

provide the special inspections for the project at a discounted rate and within my 

schedule.   

 

The technician from Terracon who did most of the special inspections on the project was 

Jason Cagle.  Jason was a “good old boy” from Colorado with a handle bar mustache.  

On one of Jason’s first visits to the site after seeing the house plans, he looked at me and 

said, “This house is going to stand out like a turd in a punch bowl.”  Jason ended up 

being an advocate for the project as well as a great source of information regarding 

concrete and masonry construction.   So while the special inspections ended up costing an 

additional $2,174, they caused no great delays in the project, and both David and Jason 
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helped me a great deal in working through some of the problems caused by my concrete 

contractor as will be discussed in the next section. 
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Out of the ground… two months and $20,000 later 

The single most important piece of advice I can give anyone considering being his or her 

own general contractor is:  Don’t always go with the low bidder.  I had settled on a 

concrete subcontractor, gone over the project with him, and established a comfort level.  

But contrary to this advice, I was enticed by a local homebuilder who submitted a late 

quote for over $10,000 less.  It seemed too good to be true.  It was. 

 

Based upon the soils report for Civano, which identified the soils bearing pressure at 24 

inches below grade to be 2,000 psi, the home was designed with reinforced concrete 

footings and a 4 inch floating slab poured within masonry stemwalls.  The continuous 

reinforced concrete footings were designed to be 10 inches deep at 24 inches below grade 

with two or three #4 continuous steel reinforcing bars (rebar) depending upon the 

footing’s width.  The footing widths were to be at least 4 inches wider overall, or 2 inches 

wider on each side, than their masonry stemwalls.  For the standard 8 inch wide concrete 

masonry unit walls, the footings were designed to be 12 inches wide.  The 24 inch wide 

masonry stemwall supporting the rammed earth walls, required a 28 inch wide concrete 

footing.  In order to provide lateral stability and effectively tie the masonry stemwalls and 

walls into the concrete footing, #4 vertical reinforcing steel was specified to be installed 

at 32 inches on center.  Twenty inch minimum overlaps were specified for the vertical 

rebar to insure proper bonding.   

 

This design required the concrete subcontractor to first excavate and pour the footings.  

Once the footings were poured, then the masonry subcontractor could install the masonry 
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stemwalls.  The masonry stemwalls would then be followed by the plumbing and 

electrical undergrounds which were in turn followed by the concrete contractor to prepare 

and pour the floor slab. 

 

The concrete subcontractor began excavation of the footings on August 15, 2003.  

Apparently, this subcontractor had several other more pressing jobs elsewhere; despite 

my repeated phone calls and voicemail messages, he did not complete the excavation and 

pour the footings until almost three weeks later, on September 6.  In order to reduce 

conductive losses through the slab perimeter, 2 inch thick extruded polystyrene rigid 

insulation was specified to be installed on the outside face of the footings.  When I 

showed up on the morning of Saturday, September 6, the concrete subcontractor had 

failed to install any of this rigid perimeter slab insulation.  Fortunately, we were able to 

scramble and quickly install it as the footings were being poured.  This was just the 

beginning, however.   

 

On the following Monday, the masonry subcontractor’s foreman showed up to lay out the 

masonry stemwalls on the footing.  As he was laying out the masonry walls, we 

discovered that the concrete subcontractor had made three major mistakes.   

 

First, they had incorrectly laid out the footings for the rammed earth and masonry walls at 

the dining porch and master bathroom.  This required the sizes of these two spaces to be 

changed and the pouring of a supplemental footing to support the stemwall at the rammed 

earth wall.   
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The second mistake that the masonry foreman discovered was that the footings were not 

level and varied by 2 inches.  This required additional labor to install the masonry 

stemwalls plumb and level.   

 

The final, and most significant, mistake we discovered was that the concrete 

subcontractor had not properly installed all of the vertical reinforcing steel needed to tie 

the stemwall together with the footing.  The vertical reinforcing steel was supposed to 

extend up out of the footings by at least 20 inches, but the concrete subcontractor had 

only left us with 14 to 18 inch extensions.  To add insult to injury, on more than one 

occasion, I painfully ran into one of these approximately shin height rebar while working 

around these footings. I still bear the scars on my leg to prove it.   

 

Figure 28, Wall footing with vertical rebar, Image by Wilson Graham 
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After many heated discussions, and with the help of Jason, my special inspector, I was 

able to persuade the concrete contractor to do the right thing.  This would be no small 

task, however.  It would require 5/8 inch diameter holes be drilled every 32 inches into 

the footing to a minimum depth of 5 inches.  Each of these holes, then, would have to be 

cleaned out with a vacuum and wire pipe cleaning brush.  Jason would then have to 

inspect each hole to insure it was clean enough to insure that the epoxy could bond the 

rebar to the concrete.  Once he had inspected each hole, he would supervise as epoxy was 

injected into the 5 inch hole and a new approximately 30 inch long piece of rebar was 

placed into it.   

 

In an effort to reduce the amount of time and the expense related to having Jason, the 

special inspector, on site the entire time, the masonry foreman and I laid out the location 

for all of the new holes and two of the concrete subcontractor’s laborers spent two days 

drilling and cleaning out all of the holes beforehand.  In an effort to keep dirt from getting 

into the holes after they had 

cleaned them out, we placed a 

piece of duct tape over each 

one.  Our only concern was 

that if it rained before the 

special inspections and rebar 

installation, the holes would 

fill with water, and we would 

be delayed even longer.    Figure 29, Installation of new rebar 
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Fortunately, it did not rain, and on Monday, September 15, Jason came out and inspected 

each hole and supervised as the concrete subcontractor’s laborers filled each hole with 

epoxy and installed the rebar.  After all was said and done, they had drilled and installed 

rebar in approximately 250 holes, and the project had been delayed another two weeks.   

 

Over the next two weeks, the masonry contractor installed the masonry stemwalls, and 

the electrician and plumber installed their rough-ins without incident.  After the plumber 

dug all of his trenches and installed all of his underground copper plumbing lines, I called 

for a city inspection.  While the city inspector passed or approved the plumbing 

inspection, he informed me that since the soil was so rocky, the copper lines would have 

to be shaded, or covered with a safer material such as sand.  Of course, when I called the 

concrete subcontractor and the plumber, they both separately informed me that this did 

not fall within their scope of work.  I later learned that backfilling and shading 

underground plumbing lines inside the homes footprint is typically the concrete 

contractor’s responsibility.  But, unfortunately, I was not aware of this at the time, and 

spent the next weekend backfilling all of the plumbing lines with sand by hand with a 

shovel and wheel barrel. 

 

During the next two weeks the concrete subcontractor compacted the soil, installed 

engineered fill or “ABC” within the perimeter stemwall, and placed the reinforcing steel.  

Before the rebar could be set, however, I was required to have a chemical termite 

pretreatment applied inside the footprint.  I had not intended to have the pretreatment, 
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since the home contained little to no wood, but the bank required it as part of the 

construction loan, and I was unable to dissuade them.  After the pretreatment and prior to 

the installation, I also installed a layer of visqueen to serve as a vapor barrier between the 

soil and the floor slab.  While this is not common industry practice, I felt that it would 

help insure a slower curing time, reduce the transfer of moisture to the slab, and serve as 

a barrier between the interior and the chemical toxins I had just paid to have applied to 

the soil underneath the slab. 

 

Finally, after all of this, the concrete subcontractor scheduled the pour for the finish floor 

slab inside the stemwall for 4:00 am on Monday, October 20, 2003.  But the fun wasn’t 

over yet.  Since the concrete floors were to be exposed, I had paid extra to have a color 

added or integrated into the concrete.  I later learned that this has two drawbacks.  First, 

with an integrated color, concrete finishers need to be more careful not to overwork the 

concrete or they can damage the finish and appearance.  We now have an area rug over a 

spot in the guest bedroom as a testament to this.  Second, integrated colored concrete, 

since it is darker, is more susceptible to staining from water while it is curing.  Ordinarily 

this wouldn’t be an issue but my concrete contractor had included in his bid saw cut 

control joints as opposed to tooled joints.  Unbeknownst to me, a wet saw is used for saw 

cutting.  So, that afternoon, after the concrete subcontractor and all of his finishers had 

left the site, the one man saw cutting crew showed up.  When he realized it was an 

integrated color exposed concrete floor slab, he required that I sign a waiver.  To try to 

prevent or reduce any staining from the wet sawing, I had to follow him around with a 

shop vac for the next three hours in the late afternoon sun.  To make matters worse, I had 
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not dressed appropriately for the heat and wasn’t wearing a hat to protect me from the 

sun.  I had also been up since 4:00 am for the slab pour and, in between, had been 

working on a studio project for an upcoming crit.  Apparently, I did an adequate job of 

vacuuming, since I haven’t found any evidence of stains to date.  Unfortunately, on that 

afternoon I was less than vigilant on my supervision of the saw cutting.  Even though we 

cut over 200 lineal feet of control joints, several cracks in the family room are evidence 

of several control joints that we either missed or misplaced.   

 

Thus over two months and $20,000 later, we were finally out of the ground (I would later 

learn that most production homes take just a week from beginning excavation to 

completion of the finish floor slab).  Every day I am reminded, by the scars on my shins 

and the floor under my feet, that you shouldn’t always take the low bid. 

 

Subsequently, after the floor slab was poured, the concrete subcontractor and I entered 

into a dispute over change orders and backcharges.  It was readily apparent by now that 

he had underbid the job and, due to his mistakes and delays, was losing money on the 

project.  While I paid his invoice, I refused to pay his change orders.  Instead I sent him a 

list of backcharges for the additional work and delays he had caused me and the masonry 

subcontractor.  Finally, right before Christmas, I called the concrete subcontractor and 

offered him a Christmas present -- I offered to let him out of his contract, and he could 

walk away.  He was happy to be off of the hook, and I was happy to see him go.  I 

subsequently hired Efrin Baron of Baron Concrete to pour the rammed earth window 
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sills, the porches, sidewalks, and garage.  Efrin was great to work with and did a beautiful 

job.  As a result, I have a nicer concrete floor in my garage than in my family room. 
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Rammed earth 101 

Even before moving to Tucson, I had developed a fascination with rammed earth.  I read 

an article on David Easton in an issue of Natural Home Magazine, which led me to read 

his book, The Rammed Earth House27.  Thus, it was a foregone conclusion, when I 

decided to design my house, that it would be constructed at least in part of rammed earth. 

 

Fortunately, after moving to Tucson, during the spring semester of 2002, I was able to 

enroll in the construction lab course in the School of Architecture; the class was building 

a rammed earth house for Habitat for Humanity.  While students in the previous semester 

had completed the construction of the rammed earth, in the spring we formed and poured 

the bond beam and finished the rest of the home.  This experience and exposure to the 

complexities of working with rammed earth proved invaluable.  It helped me to make 

several important decisions regarding incorporating rammed earth into the design. 

 

First and foremost, I decided that I would only incorporate four rammed earth walls into 

the design, three along the south façade and one at the north wall separating the master 

bedroom from the outdoor dining porch.  I also decided that these walls would be of a 

small enough length to allow me to construct a separate formwork for each wall 

independently.  Instead of having one long rammed earth wall that required continuous 

forming or slip forming, I would be able to form and ram one wall at a time.  This had 

several advantages: first it was less complex and time consuming than continuous 

forming.  Also, it would allow me to use the same forms for pouring the concrete bond 

                                                 
27 Easton, David, The Rammed Earth House,  Chelsea Green Publishing Company 
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beam.  I simply designed the forms to be a foot taller and left them in place after the walls 

were rammed so that they could serve as the formwork for the concrete bond beam.  

Finally, I was able to design the formwork to be reused.  The two sets of formwork I 

fabricated were designed to form two rammed earth walls each.  This helped to minimize 

material cost and reduce the use of lumber. 

 

Another aspect of the forming system used on the rammed earth Habitat house that I 

disliked, was the pipe clamps.  In the system they used, heavy pipe clamps were used as 

tension members to keep the plywood formwork from warping or blowing out laterally as 

a result of the compacting.  Unfortunately, this required that the pipe clamps be run 

through the walls from one face to the other.  To facilitate the removal of the clamps, 

PVC pipes were built into the walls.  The pipe clamps ran through the walls from one 

side to the other, through these PVC pipes.  Once the pipe clamp was removed, however,  

Figure 30, Rammed earth formwork, Image by Wilson Graham 
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the PVC pipe must forever be left in the wall.  While these abandoned pipes can be 

covered up or patched over, I simply disliked the thought of violating a natural earthen 

wall with something like a pipe made from polyvinyl chloride.   

 

I had the fortune of meeting Mick Williams, a local amateur rammed earth enthusiast like 

myself.  In addition to later loaning me his compressor and a pneumatic hammer, Mick 

turned me onto the formwork system and work of Steven Stephens from SolarEarth and 

the University of New Mexico28.   

 

Steve’s system utilizes 5/8 inch zinc coated threaded rods or “all-thread” instead of pipe 

clamps, as tension rods to hold the two faces of the plywood formwork together.  2 x 6 

whalers doubled up with a ¾ inch spacer in between, to provide a gap for the threaded 

rod, provided horizontal bracing and served as an impromptu ladder.  While dealing with 

bolts, washers, and the potential for stripping threaded rods might be more time 

consuming and burdensome in applications such as slip forming, where the formwork 

must be continuously assembled and disassembled, it proved ideal for my application 

where the formwork was only assembled and taken down twice (once for each wall).   

                                                 
28 Farrar, Tom, Visiting SolarEarth – a contemporary rammed earth architect shares his design thoughts and 
techniques, Adobe Builder Magazine, pp. 46-48 
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Figure 31, Raised masonry stemwall for rammed earth, Image by Wilson Graham 

 

At the base of each of the four rammed earth walls, the stemwall was designed to be built 

up an extra course.  While the rest of the masonry stemwall was flush with the top of the 

slab, at these four walls the masonry extended one course or approximately 8 inches 

above the floor slab.  This allowed the one wall outlet electrical box to be located in a 

rammed earth wall, to be installed right on top of the stemwall, making it easier to ram or 

compact earth around.   

 

This also gave me the opportunity to have the masons embed steel threaded rod tension 

rods into this top course of the masonry stemwall at approximately four foot intervals.  

The tension rods are necessary to hold the forms in place and keep them from blowing 

out during the compacting of the soil mix. After the rammed earth walls were completed, 

these tension rods were cut off flush with the face of the masonry.  The rest of the 

threaded rod tension rods required for the formwork system were installed both at the 

ends of the wall and the top of the wall where the rods would not have to pass through the 

earthen wall itself.  Finally, within the walls themselves, the tension rods were laid out to 

allow almost all of the rods to be placed through window openings.  Only one threaded 
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rod was abandoned in rammed earth.  And even in this case, the rod was placed so that an 

interior masonry wall covers the rod from the inside, so it is only visible from the exterior 

face of the rammed earth wall.   

 

Figure 32, Steven Stephens formwork system from Adobe Builder Magazine29 

 

There is a drawback, however, to running the threaded rods through the window 

openings.  Since you do not insert the window box or volume displacement box into the 

formwork until the rammed earth is compacted up to the window sill, this approach 

requires you to remove and replace these rods in order to install the window box.  This 

could prove to be rather time consuming.  The removal of the rods, inserting and leveling 

of the window boxes into the forms, and the replacement of the threaded rods typically 

                                                 
29 Ibid 
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took two to four hours.  It should be noted, as will be discussed later in this section, that 

most of this time was consumed with trying to force a 23 ¾ to 24 inch wide plywood 

window box into the 24 inch wide opening between the two plywood faces of the 

formwork. 

 

With the help of Mick Williams and Mary Hardin of the college, I had all the rammed 

earth equipment I needed, and thanks to Steve Stephens I had been able to design and 

prefabricate enough formwork and window boxes to construct two rammed earth walls 

and bond beams at a time.  I was also fortunate that my masonry contractor, Willy Flores, 

had agreed to allow me to rent his high-reach material handling equipment (a forklift on 

steroids) on the weekends for $50 (to cover the cost of diesel fuel) as long as I hired one 

of his experienced laborers to operate it.  This proved to be a substantial benefit on two 

fronts.  First, we were able to use the high reach to transport all of the earthen materials 

up to the forms, thereby significantly reducing the time and effort it would have taken to 

do it by hand with 5 gallon buckets.  Second, Solomon Romero, the mason’s laborer that 

operated the equipment for us, ended up coming to work for me and helped me finish the 

rest of the project.  He worked hard, was intelligent and conscientious about his work, 

spoke fluent Spanish, and I always knew I could trust him.  I could not have finished the 

project without Solomon. 

 

Now that the floor slab had been poured and allowed to cure, I needed to get the first two 

rammed earth walls constructed as quickly as possible; until they were finished, the 

masonry subcontractor wouldn’t be able to return to start construction of the masonry 
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walls.  I called all of my friends and let them know that the ramming for the first wall 

would begin on Saturday, November 1.  In the week leading up to this first wall, I 

panicked.  While I had fabricated my window boxes and the panels for my formwork; 

read David Easton’s book, and Steve Stephen’s article; spoken to Mary Hardin, Mick 

Williams, and others with experience, I realized that I had never actually built a rammed 

earth wall myself.  And here I was planning on trying it out for the first time on my own 

house.  During my crisis of self doubt, I called Tom Wuelpern at Rammed Earth 

Development, a local rammed earth contractor and home builder.  Even though he didn’t 

know me from Adam, he was gracious enough to give me their mix design and walked 

me through their process.  He was very forthcoming and reassuring.  This wouldn’t be the 

last time he would extend a helping hand to me and the project.   

 

The mix design Tom said they used was a “Red Chippie Fill” soil mix from B&R 

Materials, a local soil and aggregate company.  To this he recommended adding 4% 

Portland cement, by weight, to increase the wall’s compressive strength and the 

durability.  This was especially important to protect the rammed earth walls from rain and 

wind damage.  To offset the color of the cement and return the mix back to the natural 

color of the “Red Chippie Fill” soil mix, he recommended adding Southwest Concrete 

Supply’s color #415, a powdered pigment or dye used for coloring concrete.  Finally, 

water should be added to bring the wall mix up to an 8% moisture content.   

 

He recommended using a Bobcat to do all of the mixing.  This allowed the bucket to be 

used to measure out the volumes of soil in relation to the Portland cement and dye.  In 
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order to facilitate the use of the Bobcat for mixing, we established a mixing pad inside 

the garage wall footings.  This was the only space on-site which was large enough and 

where the increased compaction of the soil caused by the mixing pad would not be 

detrimental but instead beneficial. 

 

Based upon using the Bobcat’s bucket as a measuring cup, Tom’s quantities for his mix 

design were: 

 

2 - Bobcat buckets of “Red Chippie Fill” 

 2 - pounds of color #415 from Southwest Concrete Supply   

 1 - 90 pound bag of Portland cement 

 8% water 

 

While the soil, cement, and dye were measured in relationship to the Bobcat’s bucket, 

establishing the 8% moisture content required an empirical approach.  Once the other mix 

design ingredients were adequately combined on the mixing pad, then a hose was used to 

add water to the mix.  Ideally, one person would spray the mix pile while someone else 

operated the Bobcat continually mixing the batch.   
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Figure 33, Mixing the rammed earth 

 

To test for moisture content, we would simply grab a handful of the mix and attempt to 

form it into a ball.  If the mix was moist enough to form a ball, then we knew it had 

enough water.  If we could compress it into a ball, then its moisture was greater than or 

equal to 8%.  To test to make sure that the mix wasn’t too wet, we simply dropped the 

ball from approximately shoulder height onto the ground.  If the ball fractured into 

pieces, then the mix was at the perfect moisture content.  If, on the other hand, the ball 

did not break apart, but instead held its shape or was just deformed, then the mix was too 

wet and would be too elastic for compaction.  
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Now with my confidence restored and armed with Tom’s mix, I was ready to ram the 

first wall,  In the week leading up to Saturday, November 1, with the help of some 

friends, I set up the formwork and finished putting together the window volume 

displacement box.  I arranged to rent a Bobcat and have it delivered to the site on Friday 

afternoon per Tom’s advice.  I also arranged for Solomon to work for me over the 

weekend to operate Willy’s high reach and the Bobcat.  I had a palette of 90 pound bags 

of Portland cement and the dye delivered as well as several tons of the “Red Chippie Fill” 

soil mix. 

 

Figure 34, Ramming the first wall 

 

On the morning of Saturday, November 1, I was thrilled to have about 10 people show up 

to help with the ramming.  We finished making final adjustments to the formwork.  I had 
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decided that the first wall that we would build would be the north wall between the 

master bedroom and the outdoor dining porch.  This wall was the shortest in length and 

the least visually prominent.  We erected a scaffold alongside the formwork to use as a 

work platform.  We set up the compressor and hooked up the two pneumatic tampers.  I 

made sure that we had enough ear, eye, and foot protection for two people to operate the 

two tampers down inside the formwork.   

 

We then began mixing the first batch of wall mix with the Bobcat on the mixing pad.  

Once we had the soil to the right moisture content, we transferred a portion of it to the 

bucket of the high reach for transporting up to the top of the forms.  We then poured this 

mix into the plywood formwork to a depth of about 8 inches.  Two of us climbed down 

and began to compact the mix with the pneumatic tampers.  We could tell that the soil 

had reached compaction when it would no longer absorb the blow of the tamper, but 

instead the tamper would want to bounce out of our hands as if it had hit a solid surface.  

Once we compacted as much as we could with pneumatic tamper, we then compacted the 

sides and corners with a heavy steel hand tamper.  The hand tampers had square or 

triangular heads to allow us to better tamp in the corners and along the walls. 

 

We all quickly realized that this wasn’t fun; it was hard work.  The tampers were heavy 

and sometimes difficult to control.  Two of us had to climb down 10 feet into a plywood 

formwork box space 2 feet wide and less than 12 feet long with tension rods further 

subdividing the cramped space.  Even with ear protection, the noise from the hammers 

down inside the formwork was deafening.  After an hour we had completed compacting 
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three lifts of wall and only had about 10 inches of progress to show for it.  From inside 

the 10 foot deep formwork this “progress” wasn’t even perceptible.  It felt like we were 

still working on the first lift.  Six of us had a shift on a tamper “down in the hole” and we 

were already worn out.   

 

Figure 35, Ramming down inside the formwork 

 

Thus, against what should have been, my better judgment, I decided to increase the 

height of the lifts.  Up until this point we had only poured in 8 inch lifts at a time, 

compacting them down to 4 inches or less, achieving at least 50% compaction.  We 

increased the lift heights to around 12 inches, depending upon who was doing the 

measuring and how tired they were.   
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In hindsight I committed two critical errors on that first day.  First, by increasing the lift 

heights I prevented our ability to get good compaction.  Even with the pneumatic 

tampers, it isn’t possible to get good compaction on 12 inches of soil mix.  It was even 

more difficult to get good compaction with the hand tampers along the edges of the 

formwork and in the corners.  And these are arguably the exact areas where you need the 

best compaction, since these are the faces and corners of the rammed earth walls that will 

be exposed to damaging wind, rain and human contact.  The result is dry seams of loose 

less compacted mix that are more susceptible to dusting and wear.  Unfortunately, since I 

designed the formwork to complete two walls at a time, plus the pouring of the bond 

beams, I did not realize this mistake until we stripped the forms later that month.   

 

The second critical mistake I made that day was that I had unknowingly exposed all of 

my friends, my primary pool for free labor, to how hard and unpleasant this work really 

was.  As a result, when it was time a month later to begin working on the last two walls, 

which were even longer, most of 

my friends were suddenly 

unavailable or outright unwilling to 

help out.  I tell people that I had 

enough friends to do two walls but 

I had to buy new friends to do the 

last two walls.  

       Figure 36, Installing the first window box 
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So, on that first morning, after increasing the lift heights, we had compacted up to the 

height of the window sill by noon.  We then removed the threaded tension rods necessary 

to install the window volume displacement box.   

 

We attached a chain to the 4 foot wide by 6 foot high by 2 foot deep window box to allow 

us to use the high reach to lift it up over the formwork and lower it down into the wall.  

We soon discovered another design oversight.  I had designed the window volume 

displacement boxes to be 24 inches deep, the same exact width as the rammed earth wall 

formwork.  Therefore, instead of just lowering the box down into the formwork, we spent 

the next several hours trying to install two by four wood spreaders into the formwork to 

pry it open enough to allow us to push the window box down into position.  Finally, we 

were able to spread the forms open enough, and we used the high reach arm to force the 

box down into the forms.   

 

The disadvantages of Tom’s Bobcat mixing methodology, are first, we really need two 

people on the mixing pad, one operating the Bobcat to do the mixing and the other adding 

water and managing the moisture content.  The other disadvantage is this method makes 

very large batches.  This led to uneven work flow.  We were forced to wait while 

Solomon mixed the large batches.  Then, other than operating the high reach, he was 

forced to wait while we completed enough lifts to exhaust the latest batch.  He tried to 

minimize the delays, but, given the limited mixing pad, he really couldn’t start a new 

batch until we had exhausted the previous one.   After spending three hours trying to 

force the window volume displacement box down into the formwork, we learned another 
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disadvantage of this large batch approach.  We had only used about half of the previous 

batch, when we started wrestling with the window box.  So, by the time we were ready to 

start ramming again, this batch had gone bad.  The concrete in the mix had already been 

chemically activated hours before by the moisture added during its initial mixing.  By the 

time we tried to use it to restart ramming, it was virtually impossible to get good 

compaction out of it.  We ended up having to use the Bobcat to clear it off the mixing pad 

and start a whole new batch. 

 

By the end of the first day, after making up lost time by using our more liberal lift 

heights, we got to within three feet of the top of the forms.  The next morning Solomon 

and I and two or three other volunteers finished ramming the last two feet of rammed 

earth up to the height where the 1 foot deep bond beam would be poured.  I initially was 

concerned about the cold joint that would result from waiting until the next day to finish 

the wall, but Mary Hardin had informed me that this wasn’t a problem.  She 

recommended that I vacuum off any loose material and spray a mist of water over the top 

of the rammed earth wall the next morning before starting the next lift on top of it. 

 

I took the next week off to catch up on my coursework, but scheduled the next wall for 

Saturday, November 15.  Apparently, word hadn’t reached the rest of my friends yet, 

because I was still able to recruit three or four more folks to help Solomon and me.   This 

south wall, between the master bedroom and the front porch/sunspace, was longer than 

the first at 19 feet long but was 1 foot shorter.  This wall also had two window openings 

instead of one.  Ideally, we would have run three people in the forms at once for this wall, 
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but we only had two pneumatic tampers.  Since I was waiting to strip the forms until after 

both bond beams were poured at the same time, I was still unaware of the implications of 

using taller lifts.  Thus, in blissful ignorance we made pretty good time getting up to the 

window sill height in four or five lifts.  Having learned from trying to force the window 

box in the previous wall, I had fabricated the two window volume displacement boxes for 

this wall to be ¼ inch narrower.  We also knew now how to quickly install some pre-cut 

two by four spreaders and utilize the high reach to push the boxes down into place.  We 

finished all but the last two feet of this wall on the first day, and, as with the previous 

wall, easily finished it on the next day. 

 

During the year I spent building the house, I made sure that I only had classes on 

Monday, Wednesday and Friday, so that I could spend all day on Tuesday, Thursday, and 

the weekends working on the house.  After we finished ramming the first two walls, I 

scheduled the bond beams for both walls to be poured on the following Thursday at 3:00 

pm.  I assumed that this would allow plenty of time for me to prep the walls and install 

the rebar and anchor bolts.  Once again I was mistaken.  

 

At the top of the rammed earth on each wall I installed a 1 inch triangular or wedge 

shaped continuous chamfer strip on each face.  This was intended to create a continuous 

reveal and clean up the joint between the rammed earth and the bond beam above.  I also 

installed a ½ inch chamfer strip over the top of the window box 2 inches from the exterior 

face of the wall to serve as a drip edge.   
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To insure bonding between the rammed earth and the concrete bond beam, as outlined in 

the New Mexico rammed earth code guidelines30 (I don’t believe Arizona had yet 

adopted this code), I imbedded vertical #4 rebar every 24 inches into the top of the 

rammed earth.  This required drilling 1 inch diameter holes a minimum of 12 inches deep 

into the rammed earth.  These rebar extended up at least 4 inches into the bond beam.  

Once I completed this for both walls, I then set about installing the horizontal rebar. 

Figure 37, Completed wall, Image by Wilson Graham 

I designed the bond beams, to be 24 inches wide and 12 inches deep.  The reinforcing I 

installed for these bond beams was six continuous #4 rebar, three on top and three on the 

bottom.  In order to insure that the concrete bond beam was tied into the masonry bond 

beam that would be installed later on each side to form a continuous roof diaphragm, I 

                                                 
30 State of New Mexico Regulation and Licensing Department, Adobe Builder Magazine, Book #9 Rammed 
Earth, pp. 19-32 
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installed the horizontal #4 rebar to extend at least 20 inches out beyond the end of the 

wall on each side.  Finally, I installed 5/8 inch anchor bolts every 24 inches on center to 

allow for the later installation of a sill plate to which the roof could be anchored.  I used 

tie wire to attach these anchor bolts to the top row of horizontal rebar to hold them in 

place until the concrete bond beam was poured.  By the time I finished all of this it was 

already late on Thursday afternoon, and I still needed to dress up the inside of the forms 

and apply form release oil.  I wanted to dress up the inside of the forms to make sure that 

none of the plywood joints read through into the face of the concrete bond beam.  Tired, 

in a rush for time, and apparently not thinking about what I was doing, I decided to use 

duct tape to seal these joints.  In hindsight, I would have been better off just letting the  

Figure 38, Completed rammed earth wall and bond beam 
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plywood joints transfer to the concrete.   

 

After the bond beams were poured, the following weekend with the help of Annie 

Nequette and her son, I stripped the forms for use on the next two walls and more 

importantly to see how my rammed earth walls had turned out.  It was then that I 

discovered the folly of some of my decisions.  First, I was dismayed by the dry seams in 

the rammed earth walls that resulted from the liberal sized lifts.  While the walls were 

still beautiful aesthetically, I was very concerned by how easily the wall dusted and 

chipped by simply brushing it with my hand.   In a panic once again, I called Tom 

Wuelpern.  He graciously sent Randy, the foreman of his rammed earth crew, out to 

inspect my walls.  Randy re-assured me that I could seal the walls with Okon, a clear coat 

sealer used for adobe walls, to prevent any further chipping or flaking.  He also 

confirmed that this problem could be avoided by using shorter lifts.    

 

So while the rammed earth looked okay, the bond beam did not look good at all.  The 

texture of the duct tape had been picked up so well by the concrete that to this day it 

looks like there is still duct tape on it.  I tried, in vain, to use a grinding tool to buff out a 

portion of this pattern from the bond beam, but quickly resigned myself to having to live 

with this blemish as a lasting testament to my mistake.    

 

After this, I resolved not to make the same mistakes on the next two walls.  In addition to 

being much more disciplined about not exceeding 6 to 8 inches on our lifts, and after 

talking with Scott Merry, at the Department of Civil Engineering, I decided to change our 
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mixing methodology.  Instead of renting a Bobcat for the weekend at a cost of $200 

delivered, I rented a small concrete mixer that I could hitch to my car which only cost 

$60 for the weekend.  Using this mixer also had the advantage of allowing one person, 

Solomon, to mix the smaller batches by himself.  He was able to come up with a recipe of 

45 shovels full of the “Red Chippie Fill,” to 5 shovels full of cement, to 2 cups of the dye.   

He was even able to determine the appropriate amount of water for the mix, 2 gallons, 

thereby reducing the uncertainty and empirical testing in determining the moisture 

content.  The mixer did all of the mixing, and he just had to add the ingredients, like 

making a cake.  He simply positioned the mixer next to the bucket of the high reach and 

dumped the mix, when it was ready, into the bucket.   For each of the last two walls, we 

used approximately two of the concrete mixers full of the mix for one appropriately sized 

lift.   

 

Unfortunately, as I mentioned before, by this time finding help was more difficult.  It was 

now early December and many of my school friends were busy working on their studio 

projects.  With my added resolve to enforce strict discipline on the lift heights, and our 

fewer numbers, the going was very slow and difficult.  At one point, on the third wall, for 

about four hours there were only three of us, Solomon, his friend Pablo (he was one of 

the new friends I had bought),  and myself.  Solomon manned the mixer and operated the 

high reach, while Pablo and I did all of the tamping.  It about killed me.  Fortunately, by 

the time we finished the last wall on the weekend of December 14, my friends rallied 

back to my side and helped me finish.  Of course, it helped that I bought a lot of beer and 

threw a party after it was completed. 
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I also resolved to allow more time and to do a better job on the bond beams.  This bond 

beam, unlike the other two separate bond beams, would span the entire 70 foot length of 

the south façade and tie the two rammed earth walls together.  In order to accomplish 

this, we would have to construct approximately 34 additional feet of formwork.  This 

formwork would have to bridge across the top of the three masonry piers and tie into the 

existing rammed earth formwork at each end.  This time I hired Solomon and two other 

carpenters to help me construct the bond beam formwork, prep the rammed earth, and 

install the rebar.  To insure the quality of the bond beam finish, we meticulously sealed 

each joint in the 70 foot formwork with latex caulk.  It took the four of us a week to 

complete all of this; we poured the bond beam at 1:00 pm on Friday, December 20, 2003.  

Since this bond beam spanned across two 6 foot and two 8 foot openings, we waited a 

week to finish stripping the forms to allow more curing time.  In the end, all of this paid 

off, as the last two rammed earth walls and the 70 foot continuous bond beam turned out 

beautifully. 
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The tower 

As discussed previously, the cool tower is both the most dominant architectural feature of 

the home at 30 feet tall and the most significant thermal system as it provides a predicted 

energy savings of $550 annually.  For the cool tower to operate efficiently, it requires at 

least 16 feet of elevation from the bottom of the pads to the top of the door openings.  

With the 4 foot pad height and the 7 foot door openings, the tower shaft must be at least 

27 feet tall.  Adding a 3 foot tall pitched roof brought the tower height up to 30 feet total.   

 

Figure 39, Top 12 feet of cool tower 

 

While all of the homes exterior walls, other than rammed earth, are concrete masonry 

units, I decided that constructing the tower entirely out of these materials would prove to 

be too complex and expensive.  Instead I designed the bottom 18 feet of the tower to be  
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Figure 40, Cool tower connection details 

constructed of masonry while the top 12 feet would be wood framing.  This in turn 

created two more issues that would have to be addressed: how to attach the top to the 

bottom; and how to get the top up there in the first place?  The second issue was the 

easier of the two, I hired a crane.  

 

To address the first issue, I designed the top 12 feet of the tower to be built out of 4 – 10 

foot long treated 6 x 6 wood posts.  The 6 x 6 posts were framed to form an 

approximately 9 foot tall 6 foot square shaft.  The bottom 6 feet of this shaft was framed 
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in with plywood sheathing (the bottom 1 foot of the posts were left exposed for attaching 

to the masonry tower below).  I installed 2 x 6 wood studs at 16 inches on center as 

backing between the 6 x 6 posts to stiffen the tower and to provide shear resistance 

against lateral wind loads.  The top 5 feet of this shaft was left open on each side for the 

pad faces for the tower.  The 3 foot pitched roof was framed on top with metal studs.  

 

To allow for the connection of the framed tower top to the bottom 18 foot masonry tower 

base, I had 4 steel boots fabricated.  These boots were designed to be imbedded into the 

top of the masonry tower at the corners and to receive the 12 inch exposed 6 x 6 wood 

posts at each corner.  The steel boots were fabricated from ¼ inch thick 6 inch by 6 inch 

tube steel welded to ¼ steel plates.  Two ¾ inch holes were drilled through either side of 

the boots to allow for 5/8 inch through bolts which would be used to anchor the wood 

posts into the steel boot channels.  Between the corners at the top of the 18 foot masonry 

tower base, 5/8 inch anchor bolts were installed at 16 inches on center, to further tie the 

wood framed tower into the masonry base tower.   

 

To minimize heat transfer into the tower through the shaft walls, several layers of the 

extruded polystyrene rigid insulation were installed between the exterior and interior 

sheathing.  A left over section of a SIPs panel was used for the ceiling at the top of the 

posts under the roof framing to prevent unwanted heat gain there as well. 

 

On February 18 the crane showed up as scheduled and we attached several chains to the 

tower.  Four of us set up ladders and directed the tower as the crane lowered it into place.  
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With the help of a sledge hammer we were able to guide each post down into its 

respective steel boot.   Using the ¾ inch holes in the boots as guides, we quickly drilled 

through the wood posts in the boots, and installed our through bolts to anchor the boots to 

the posts. 

 

Figure 41, Installing vapor barrier on tower, Image by Wilson Graham 

 

Once the tower was set and secured, I used several cans of expanding spray foam 

insulation to seal any cracks or gaps in order to minimize heat gain into the tower.  We 

were then able to begin installing the tar or felt paper vapor barrier to the exterior of the 

OSB plywood sheathing.  We then mechanically attached, using 2-1/2 inch wood nails 

with large plastic washers, a layer of 2 inch extruded polystyrene rigid foam insulation.  

Unlike the lathe for the rest of the house, as will be discussed in the next section, 

applying the lathe for the stucco in the wood framed tower was straight forward and 
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fairly simple.  I made sure to install a continuous horizontal control joint over the 

masonry/steel transition.  This was necessary to account for the differential expansion 

and contraction between the two materials and to prevent cracking in the stucco.  

 

 

Figure 42, Cool tower after installation of lathe 

 

Before the stucco could be applied, though, the frames and troughs for the cool tower 

pads had to be installed in each of the 5 foot by 5 foot openings at the top of the tower 

shaft.  I designed the troughs and pad frames to be fabricated out of 24 gauge stainless 

steel to reduce maintenance and the possibility of corrosion.  Three of the four troughs 
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were designed to be 8 inches deep by 8 inches wide by 5 feet long.  The fourth trough 

was 16 inches wide to allow room for the 1/3 horse power recirculating pump.  The front 

of the troughs had a lip bent back 2 inches into the trough to create both a drip edge-- to 

catch water dripping off the pad face and drain it back into the trough, and to serve as an 

opening to hold the 6 inch thick pads in place.  So that the bottom of the pads wouldn’t sit 

in the water, 6 inch stainless steel seats were placed in each of the troughs.   

 

Figure 43, Stainless steel pad frame fabrication plans by Quick Custom Metals 

 

The stainless steel frame was comprised of two upright channels, one on each side, 8 

inches wide with 2 inch flanges to secure the pads on both sides, and a 5 foot long 

horizontal header channel along the top of the opening.  The header channel was 

designed to be 8 inches deep for two reasons.  First, this provided 6 inches of space above 

the pads in the channel for the water supply lines to be installed which would distribute 
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water over the top of the pads.  Second this facilitated the installation and removal of the 

pads.  The 4 foot tall pads could be slipped at least 4 inches up into the stainless steel 

header, which would allow the bottom of the pads to clear the top of the trough.  The 

pads could then be dropped two inches down onto the stainless steel pad seat 2 inches 

down into the 8 inch deep trough.  

 

It should be noted, that while the stainless steel troughs and frames for the pads were 

installed in the spring of 2004 as a predecessor to the installation of the stucco, the 

plumbing lines and the pads themselves were not installed until over a year later during 

the summer of 2005. 

 

Figures 44 & 45, Coot tower water distribution system 
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The four troughs were tied together with 1 ½ inch PVC drain lines to allow all of the 

water to flow back to the 16 inch wide “master trough” for recirculation.  Both an 

overflow and a drain valve line were tied into these drain lines and piped out to the back 

yard as discussed previously. 

 

The ½ inch PVC water supply line was tied into the ½ inch copper line roughed in by the 

plumber and capped off just below the top of the masonry shaft at 18 feet above finish 

floor.  This line was valved to flow either directly to the pads or to the float valve in the 

master trough for circulation up to the pads.  A series of backflow preventer valves were 

installed within this pipe to keep the recirculated water from contaminating the domestic 

water system.   

 

Bill Cunningham of Southwest Solar was an invaluable resource for the design and 

construction of the cool tower.  He provided me with the design shown below for the ½ 

inch PVC water distribution manifold piping system which would insure that the water is 

evenly distributed over each of the pads.  He also recommended that I install a ceiling fan 

at the bottom of the shaft to help draw outside air through the pads and down into the 

shaft. 
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Figure 46, Water distribution manifold by Bill Cunningham 
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Stucco issues 

Of all of the construction systems, the exterior insulation, lathe, and stucco proved the 

most challenging.  This system was challenging in part because of its design and in part 

due to the labor market.  At the time of construction, during the spring of 2004, the home 

building industry was undergoing a major boom market.  As a result, even production 

home builders were having problems getting stucco crews.  It took over two months for 

the installation of the lathe and plaster on our project since it was such a small job.  At 

least a month of that time was spent calling and waiting for a stucco crew to show up. 

Figure 47, Masonry wall with protruding horizontal ladder reinforcing 

 

The challenge of the design was the integration of the 2 inches of rigid insulation.  The 

installation of this extruded polystyrene insulation on the exterior face of the masonry 
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walls adds an additional R-10 to the exterior envelope making the insulation integral to 

the homes thermal performance.  The elimination of this insulation would have allowed 

the stucco to be applied directly to the exterior masonry walls, thus eliminating the need 

for lathe, thereby significantly simplifying the process and substantially reducing the time 

and expense. 

   

Figure 48, Installation of rigid insulation and lathe over masonry 

 

The difficulty and complexity of this system related to both the attachment of the rigid 

insulation to the masonry wall and the fastening of the lathe to the masonry through the 

insulation.  The problem of attaching the rigid insulation was addressed through both 

mechanical and chemical means.  First on the advice of my masonry contractor, Willy 

Flores, the masons simply installed 12 inch wide horizontal ladder reinforcing in lieu of 8 

inch.  The extra 3 – 4 inches of the ladder was allowed to extend out beyond the exterior 

face of the masonry walls.  When we were ready to install the insulation, we simply cut 

off the extended leg of the steel ladder reinforcing which left a series of sharp 3 inch steel 
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spikes sticking out of the wall like a cactus.  We simply pushed the extruded polystyrene 

boards through these spikes and bent the remaining 1 inch of the spike back onto the 

insulation to hold it in place.  

 

To improve the attachment of the foam to the masonry, a chemical adhesive was applied 

to the back of the rigid insulation prior to installation.  Care had to be exercised, however, 

in the selection of the adhesive since petroleum based adhesives are not chemically 

compatible with polystyrene.  Initially, a Liquid Nails Brand adhesive specifically  

Figure 49, Installation of lathe over masonry and foam, Image by Wilson Graham 

 

formulated and marketed for use with rigid foam insulation was utilized.  This product 

was readily available at Home Depot, came in a tube, and was applied with a standard 
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caulking gun.  The drawback to this adhesive, however, was its expense.  Each 10 ounce 

tube cost between $3 and $4 and only contained enough adhesive for about 2 of the 2 foot 

by 8 foot sheets of rigid insulation.  The second, more cost effective, adhesive used was 

Parex, a cementacious chemical adhesive that came in five gallon buckets.  It was a dry 

mix that was combined with water and applied to the back of the rigid foam panels with a 

trowel. 

 

Once the foam was installed, then the lathe had to be attached via mechanical means.  

This proved to be more challenging and burdensome than the installation of the foam.  

We used 2 ½ inch masonry cut nails with 1 inch washers to fasten the lathe to the 

masonry through the 2 inch foam.  Attempting to attach anything to masonry with a nail 

is truly an acquired skill and should not be attempted by the impatient.  With a masonry 

nail, one only gets one tap of the hammer to set the nail.  Unlike with wood or other less 

brittle materials, a second blow will only dislodge the nail and chip the masonry.  Added 

to this is the complexity and frustration of dealing with the lathe or “chicken wire” and its 

razor sharp ends.  Installing lathe on a standard wood frame house with regular nails is 

tedious and painful enough, attempting it on masonry, through 2 inches of foam with 

extra long nails, is physical and mental torture.  During one of the extended lapses of time 

when I was unable to get a lathe crew to come out to work on the home, I attempted to 

install the lathe myself.  After one day in which I was only able to partially complete the 

east wall of the exhaust tower, I resolved to find someone else to do this work, regardless 

of the expense. 
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Sweating the end 

Without a doubt, the most stressful part of the entire construction process was not dealing 

with my original concrete subcontractor or going through the rammed earth learning 

curve, it was the end.  As part of my construction loan, the bank withheld 10% retention 

until the end.  So by the end of the project, the bank was still holding onto $20,000 of the 

$200,000.  For the most part, I had not passed on this retention to my subs, but instead 

had tried to pay them in full as they completed their work.  So in addition to already 

having paid approximately $50,000 out of pocket to keep the loan amount down to 

$200,000, I was now feeling the financial squeeze.  John Sullivan, my banker with 

Washington Federal, bent over backwards to help me out, but I was still over stretched.  

On top of this I was still dealing with trying to get my stucco contractor out to finish the 

home.  I couldn’t afford the delays, because I needed the final draw and the $20,000 

retention to pay my subs.  I think my countertop subcontractor, Conway Tile, was ready 

to hire a loan shark to break my thumbs. 

 

So, finally, in late June with the stucco completed and the house painted, the interior and 

exterior were complete enough to get my final inspection from the City of Tucson.  The 

tile was not completed yet (I couldn’t afford to hire anyone) in the girls’ and the guest 

bathrooms, so I only had the master bath partially finished.  Since I had not completed the 

outdoor shower, all I had was the toilet, vanity faucet, and the recycled stainless steel 

hospital tub.  But Rob, the City of Tucson inspector, said I was only required to have one 

working restroom.  I don’t know if Rob was telling the truth or just being kind.  At any 

rate, I thought I was home free.  According to John Sullivan, my banker, all I needed was 
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my lien releases and to have their appraiser walk through the home to confirm that the 

actual construction was in line with his original appraisal which had been based on the 

construction documents.  John assured me that this appraiser was familiar with alternative 

construction.  To make a long story short, the appraiser came out and told me that he 

couldn’t approve the house because there wasn’t a working restroom with a shower or 

tub.  I took exception to this and pointed to the stainless steel hospital therapy tub.  He 

didn’t believe me; at one point during the heated discussion he even wanted me to get in 

the tub to prove it.  At this point I told him, that if he didn’t like this bath tub, he should 

go look at the cattle trough we were going to be using for a tub in the guest bathroom.  I 

couldn’t believe he had the nerve to come into my house and question my design.  This 

house was me and in criticizing it, by extension he was criticizing me.  After 11 months, 

the only thing standing between me and completion, not to mention a lot of money was 

this guy, the appraiser.  It took every ounce of restraint I had to keep me from losing my 

composure and kicking this guy out or worse.  

 

Somehow or other--I am sure nothing I said that afternoon helped my cause, he approved 

the appraisal and we were able to get the final draw and the retention on the construction 

loan released.  I assume that John must have intervened on my behalf.  Regardless, I am 

thankful because I was finally able to pay off Conway Tile and the rest of my subs, finish 

the outdoor shower, and get started on the landscaping.  We moved into the home on July 

4, 2004, Independence Day. 
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Part IV – Post Occupancy Performance 

Cost 

One of the three most frequently asked questions asked when people tour the home is 

“How much did the home cost to build?”  The short answer is that the home cost 

approximately $250,000 excluding the lot.  This translates to a construction cost of 

approximately $120 per square foot of finished space.  This doesn’t account for the 

additional approximately 500 square feet of functional living space displaced to 

unconditioned space which includes the cool tower shaft, the outdoor or “cowboy” 

shower, the exterior covered dining porch, the garage laundry room, etc.  Factoring these 

into the calculation brings the cost back down to approximately $100 per square foot.    

 

It must be noted, however, that this figure does not reflect the cost of my personal time 

invested in the project as the designer, engineer, general contractor, rammed earth 

contractor, weatherproofing contractor, painter, insulator, and general laborer.  The 

rammed earth alone priced out at $47 per square foot of face to have it done by a 

specialty rammed earth contractor.  This would have amounted to $29,610 for the 

approximately 630 square feet of rammed earth walls.  By building the rammed earth 

walls myself, I was able to save approximately $20,000. 

 

While it requires a strong commitment and investment of time, I believe that building 

sustainably is economically feasible.  With an increased investment in time and resources 

during the initial design phase, efficiencies, and therefore cost savings, can be gained 
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making the home both more sustainable and more affordable.  Any reduction in building 

system redundancy and materials results in a reduction in cost. 
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Thermal performance 

In addition to inquiries regarding the home’s cost, another of the most frequently posed 

questions concerns the home’s thermal performance as measured by the monthly electric 

bills.  As shown in the table below, based upon the home’s most recent twelve months of 

operation from March of 2006 through February of 2007, the total electric consumption 

was 9070 kilowatt hours of electricity or $698.81.   

            
Base 
load 

Base 
load Htg/Clg Htg/Clg Htg/Clg

  days KWH KWH/day Bill $/day KWH/day KWH KWH $ $/sq ft 

Mar-06 29 630 21.72 $44.25 $1.53 18.97 550 80 $6.39   
Apr-06 29 580 20.00 $41.06 $1.42 18.97 550 30 $2.39   
May-06 29 520 17.93 $40.27 $1.39 17.93 520 0 $0.00   
Jun-06 32 730 22.81 $68.05 $2.13 18.97 607 123 $9.84   
Jul-06 30 1140 38.00 $112.74 $3.76 18.97 569 571 $45.67   

Aug-06 29 850 29.31 $87.13 $3.00 18.97 550 300 $23.99   
Sep-06 32 720 22.50 $57.61 $1.80 18.97 607 113 $9.04   
Oct-06 29 550 18.97 $45.12 $1.56 18.97 550 0 $0.00   
Nov-06 29 630 21.72 $42.38 $1.46 18.97 550 80 $6.39   
Dec-06 35 1030 29.43 $57.97 $1.66 18.97 664 366 $29.28   
Jan-07 30 880 29.33 $54.10 $1.80 18.97 569 311 $24.87   
Feb-07 31 810 26.13 $48.13 $1.55 18.97 588 222 $17.75   

             
Total 364 9070   $698.81     6875 2196 $175.61 $0.08 
High  1140 38.00 $38.00 $3.76   222 $45.67   
Low  520 17.93 $40.27 $1.39   0 $0.00   

Avg   755.83 24.82 $58.23 $1.92   573 182.93 $14.63   

Table 2, Actual monthly total electric consumption 

Applying the low electric consumption of 17.93 KWH per day and 18.93KWH per day 

for the shoulder or non-heating and non-cooling months of May and October of 2006 

respectively, the base load kilowatt hours for the twelve months was determined to be 

6875 KWH.    Subtracting the base load consumption from each month’s total kilowatt 

hour consumption results in a total heating and cooling load of 2196 kilowatt hours or a 

total annual cost of $175.61. 
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Table 3, Actual Monthly Heating and cooling loads 

 

This correlates well with the predictions outlined in the original computer energy model 

output results.  As discussed previously, in the section on computer modeling, the home’s 

predicted performance without the sunspace was 1947 KWH or $185 per year compared 

to the actual 12 month performance level of 2,196 KWH or $175.61.  This represents an 

increase of 13% of actual heating and cooling KWH consumption over predicted.  While 

the actual heating and cooling consumption was greater than predicted in terms of KWH, 

in terms of cost, the actual heating and cooling bills were $9.39 or 5.1% less than the 

predicted performance.  This can be attributed to the difference between the predicted 

cost per KWH assumed in the model and the actual cost per KWH.  The model assumed a 

fixed rate of $0.095/KWH whereas the actual utility bills were calculated based upon 

Tucson Electric Power Company’s time-of-use or residential “Option C” rates.  

       Heating      Cooling     Heating      Cooling 

  KWH KWH $ $ 

Mar-06 80  $6.39   

Apr-06 30  $2.39   

May-06  0  $0.00 

Jun-06  123  $9.84 

Jul-06  571  $45.67 

Aug-06  300  $23.99 

Sep-06  113  $9.04 

Oct-06  0  $0.00 

Nov-06 80  $6.39   

Dec-06 366  $29.28   

Jan-07 311  $24.87   

Feb-07 222  $17.75   

       

Total 1089 1107 $87.07 $88.54 

High 366 571 $29.28 $45.67 

Low 0 0 $0.00 $0.00 

Avg 181.5 184.50 $14.51 $14.76 
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Depending upon the time of year and the time of day, these time-of-use rates can vary 

from a high of $0.184/KWH to a low of $0.032/KWH.  For the most recent twelve 

months the average cost was $0.08 which is $0.015 or 15.8% less than the $0.095 per 

KWH rate used in the modeling.  Based upon this, it is more appropriate to compare 

predicted versus actual usage on a KWH basis in lieu of on a dollar basis. 

 

While the overall actual performance in terms of KWH appears to be within 13% of the 

predicted performance, when broken down into the separate heating and cooling load 

predictions, there no longer appears to be any correlation.  The predicted heating load 

was 1,592 KWH.  The actual heating load was 31.5% less at only 1,089 KWH.  While the 

actual heating load was less than predicted, the actual cooling load at 1,107 KWH, 

represents a 212% increase over the predicted cooling load of 355 KWH. 

 

The model was recreated for the “no sunspace” run to determine whether an error was 

made in the original modeling.  It was determined that the coefficient of performance for 

heating or HTCOP had been miscalculated.  The original value for the coefficient of 

performance of 2.6 was replaced with a value of 3.8 to reflect the 3 ton American 

Standard SEER 12 heat pump actually installed.   
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 Predicted Actual Variance 

 Heating 1137     1089     4.2% 

 Cooling 550     1107  101.3% 

 Total 1587     2196  38.4% 

Table 4, Adjusted predicted versus  
actual heating and cooling consumption 

 

As reflected in the table above, the adjusted coefficient of performance appears to 

account for the variance between the predicted and the actual heating, but it does not 

explain the 557 KWH difference between the predicted cooling and the actual cooling 

loads.   

        Actual        Actual      Predicted      Predicted 
  Heating Cooling Heating Cooling 
Mar-06 80    
Apr-06 30    
May-06  0   
Jun-06  123   
Jul-06  571   
Aug-06  300   
Sep-06  113   
Oct-06  0   
Nov-06 80    
Dec-06 366    
Jan-07 311    
Feb-07 222    
      
Total 1089 1107 1137 1120 
Diff (KWH)   48 13 
    (less) (less) 
Diff %   4.2% 1.2% 
 
Table 5, Actual versus adjusted heating and cooling consumption with ceiling fan load 
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In analyzing the usage patterns of the home, it was determined that the difference 

between the actual and predicted electrical usages may be associated with the ceiling 

fans.  An Energy Star rated Hunter ceiling fan consumes an average of 66 watts per hour.  

If only half or 6 of the total 12 fans are left running for 8 hours each night for the six 

summer cooling months, this adds up to an electric consumption of 570 KWH. 

 

While it cannot be stated with certainty that the variance between the predicted and the 

actual cooling loads was due to the ceiling fan loads, two conclusions can be drawn.  

First, additional study should be undertaken to determine the possible impact of ceiling 

fan usage on the electrical cooling load.  Second, care should be taken to insure that, like 

lights, ceiling fans are turned off when rooms are unoccupied. 
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Thermal Comfort 

While the kilowatt hour usage is a good measure of the home’s energy consumption and 

efficiency, it is not a good measure of the home’s thermal comfort.  Otherwise the home 

could be poorly conditioned, or not conditioned at all, to insure low electric consumption 

but prove uninhabitable thermally.  The ASHRAE comfort zone is a way to tangibly 

classify the thermal comfort of a space.  According to Stein & Reynolds it “represents 

combinations of air temperature and relative humidity that most often produce comfort 

for a seated North American adult in shirtsleeves in the shade and without noticeable air 

motion.”31  According to Milne and Givoni, “the comfort zone for Americans falls 

roughly between 68F to 78F, and 20% to 80% relative humidity.”32   

 

                                                 
31 Stein, Reynolds, Grondzik and Kwok, (2006) Mechanical and Electrical Equipment for Buildings, 10th 
Edition, John Wiley and Sons, p. 87 
32 Milne and Givoni, Energy Conservation Through Building Design, p. 98 
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Figure 50, Comfort zone diagram from Stein & Reynolds33 

 

                                                 
33 Stein, Reynolds, Grondzik and Kwok, (2006) Mechanical and Electrical Equipment for Buildings, 10th 
Edition, John Wiley and Sons, p. 87 
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For the purposes of monitoring the home’s performance in terms of human thermal 

comfort zones, approximately 10 Onset data loggers or Hobos were placed throughout 

the house to measure temperature, humidity and light intensity. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 51, Location of data loggers 
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As reflected on the previous graph, the home’s temperature ranges exceed the comfort 

zone limits.  The high temperature range is approximately 90 degrees and the low is 

approximately 63 degrees.  As shown in the diagrams below, however, the comfort zone 

can be expanded to 90 degrees and 110 degrees by incorporating passive natural 

ventilation and thermal mass respectively.  So the high temperatures experienced within 

these spaces are well within the comfort zone for thermal mass.  The occurrences of low 

temperature below the 68 degree comfort zone are infrequent and very short in duration.  

Figure 52, West Bedroom Temperature and Humidity in relation to comfort zones 
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Figures 53 & 54, Comfort zones for natural ventilation and thermal mass 

 

Other graphs of interest include the light intensity in the family room.  Note how the light 

intensity measured in lumens per square foot begins dramatically increasing at the end of 

September and beginning of October and then levels off again in the February and March 
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time frame. This shows the effectiveness of the passive solar design of the windows and 

overhangs in shading out the summer sun while allowing the winter sun in to passively 

heat the space from October through February. 

 

Figure 55, Monthly light intensity in family room  

 

As shown in the following graph, the thermal mass appears to be doing a very effective 

job of moderating the indoor temperature.  While the outdoor temperature as measured at 

the south porch fluctuates from an extreme high of over 100 degrees and a low in the 

mid-30s, the indoor temperature in the master bedroom does not exceed 90 degrees and 

rarely dips below 68 degrees. 
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Figure 56, South porch versus master bedroom temperature 

 

The effectiveness of the design loop from the cool tower, to the master bedroom, to the 

exhaust tower, is reflected in the next graph.  This loop utilizes stack ventilation to 

passively cool the master bedroom by exhausting hot air out of the exhaust tower 

windows and drawing cool air in behind it from the cool tower via the family room.  

Notice the low inlet temperatures at the cool tower and master bedroom with higher 

temperatures at the exhaust tower as the hot air exits the space. 
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Figure 57, Cool tower, master bedroom, and exhaust tower temperatures 

 

As noted previously, during periods of high outdoor humidity, the evaporative cooling 

can no longer be used for cooling the space.  During these periods of high humidity, the 

summer monsoon season, the conventional air conditioning system is utilized to maintain 

human thermal comfort.  This period of time is clearly evidenced on the following graph 

where the interior relative humidity in the family room drops considerably and levels off 

for a month from the end of June to the end of July in 2006.  This corresponds with the 

utility bill data as shown previously in Table 5, with the highest month for seasonal 

energy consumption being July at 571 KWH. 
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Figure 58, Family room temperature and relative humidity 

 

Finally, as discussed previously in the design of the outdoor living spaces, 

programmatically the front porch and rear porches were designed to serve as seasonal 

living spaces.  The front porch with its southern exposure was designed as a winter 

outdoor living space while the rear porch with its deep overhangs and shade was designed 

as a summer outdoor living space.  This difference in seasonal temperatures is reflected 

in the following graph showing the south porch warmer in the winter and the north porch 

cooler in the summer. 
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Figure 59, North porch temperature versus south porch temperature 
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Water consumption 

While, I did not model the home’s water consumption, I did establish a benchmark of 1/3 

of the average Tucson residential consumption.  Based upon the average Tucson Water 

Company per capita residential consumption of 120 gallons per day, this translated to 40 

gallons per capita per day.  While as noted previously, toilets are the single largest water 

consuming interior appliance, total exterior water demand outweighs any single interior 

water consuming appliance.  Thus, in addition to the water conservation technology and 

systems discussed previously, additional water conserving principles were incorporated 

to reduce exterior water consumption.  Most importantly, only drought tolerant native or 

near native plants were incorporated into the design.  In concert with this, a high 

efficiency drip irrigation was installed with separate zones for trees, shrubs, and potted 

plants.  Once the trees and shrubs are established after a year or two, they can be weaned 

off of the drip system altogether except during extreme summer periods of drought. 

 

The good news is that, for the past 28 months since we moved into the home in July of 

2004, our average total, interior and exterior, per capita daily consumption has been only 

30.45 gallons, or almost a quarter of the average Tucson residential per capita 

consumption. 

 

The bad news is that, as reflected in the tables below, for the past two twelve month 

periods, our average consumption levels have been trending upwards from an average per 

capita daily consumption of 24.93 gallons for the twelve months ending in February 2006 
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to an average per capita daily consumption of 48.39 for the most recent twelve months 

ending in February 2007. 

 
I attribute this trend to two factors, one short-term factor and one, more troubling, long-

term factor.  The short-term factor, which I believe accounts in part for the increase at 

least since July of 2006, was the installation of additional landscaping.  Since we moved 

into the home, I have gradually been enhancing and adding to the landscaping.  In the 

summer of 2006, however, I was approached by Tucson Home Magazine to include the 

home in the first “Green” edition of their magazine.  As a result, I contracted with a 

landscaping company, AAA landscaping, to insure that the landscaping was completed 

and looking good prior to the photo shoot.  They basically did in two days the equivalent 

of what had taken me several months.  To insure that this additional landscaping material 

is adequately established, I increased the duration and frequency of the watering 

schedule. 

 prior current       per capita     
  read date read date days Gallons Gal/day Gal/day Bill $/day 

Mar-05 3/2/2005 3/31/2005 29 5236 180.55 36.11 $12.84 $0.44 
Apr-05 3/31/2005 4/28/2005 28 5236 187.00 37.40 $12.84 $0.46 
May-05 4/28/2005 5/27/2005 29 5236 180.55 36.11 $12.84 $0.44 
Jun-05 5/27/2005 6/27/2005 31 4488 144.77 28.95 $11.77 $0.38 
Jul-05 6/27/2005 7/29/2005 32 4488 140.25 28.05 $11.77 $0.37 

Aug-05 7/29/2005 8/26/2005 28 8228 293.86 58.77 $17.12 $0.61 
Sep-05 8/26/2005 9/28/2005 33 6732 204.00 40.80 $17.12 $0.52 
Oct-05 9/28/2005 10/28/2005 30 3740 124.67 24.93 $10.70 $0.36 
Nov-05 10/28/2005 11/30/2005 33 6732 204.00 40.80 $14.98 $0.45 
Dec-05 11/30/2005 12/29/2005 29 3740 128.97 25.79 $10.70 $0.37 
Jan-06 12/29/2005 2/1/2006 34 5236 154.00 30.80 $12.84 $0.38 
Feb-06 2/1/2006 3/2/2006 29 4488 154.76 30.95 $11.77 $0.41 

Sum   365 63580    $157.29   
High    8228 293.86 58.77 $17.12 $0.61 
Low    3740 124.67 24.93 $10.70 $0.36 

Average       5298.3 174.78 34.96 $13.11 $0.43 

Table 6, Monthly water consumption March 2005 – February 2006 
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  prior current       per capita     
  read date read date days Gallons Gal/day Gal/day Bill $/day 

Mar-06 3/2/2006 3/31/2006 29 3740 128.97 25.79 $10.70 $0.37 
Apr-06 3/31/2006 4/28/2006 28 5984 213.71 42.74 $13.91 $0.50 
May-06 4/28/2006 5/30/2006 32 7480 233.75 46.75 $16.05 $0.50 
Jun-06 5/30/2006 6/30/2006 31 9724 313.68 62.74 $19.26 $0.62 
Jul-06 6/30/2006 7/28/2006 28 11968 427.43 85.49 $25.04 $0.89 

Aug-06 7/28/2006 8/28/2006 31 9724 313.68 62.74 $19.90 $0.64 
Sep-06 8/28/2006 9/28/2006 31 6732 217.16 43.43 $16.86 $0.54 
Oct-06 9/28/2006 10/27/2006 29 8228 283.72 56.74 $17.89 $0.62 
Nov-06 10/27/2006 11/28/2006 32 7480 233.75 46.75 $18.09 $0.57 
Dec-07 11/28/2006 12/27/2006 29 4488 154.76 30.95 $12.19 $0.42 
Jan-07 12/27/2006 1/29/2007 33 5236 158.67 31.73 $13.33 $0.40 
Feb-07 1/29/2007 2/28/2007 30 6732 224.40 44.88 $15.61 $0.52 

Sum   363 87516    $198.83   
High    11968 427.43 85.49 $25.04 $0.89 
Low    3740 154.76 25.79 $10.70 $0.37 

Average       7293 241.97 48.39 $16.57 $0.55 

Table 7, Monthly water consumption March 2006 – February 2007 
 

 

The second, more troubling factor, which I believe is contributing towards this upward 

trend is the presence of a teenager.  In December my oldest daughter turned 13.  Ever 

since entering the seventh grade in July of 2006, she has started taking daily showers 

before school.  The frequency of these showers is not as much of a factor as their 

duration.  The even greater concern is that I have two more daughters that will be 

teenagers in two and four years respectively. 
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Education, awareness and commitment 

Before proceeding to the next section on functional efficiency, I feel it is important to 

touch on an important topic that relates to the previous sections on thermal performance 

and water conservation performance.   

 

There is a saying -- I can’t recall where or from whom I first heard it -- which basically 

goes something like “Passive home, active participant.”  If, as Le Corbusier envisioned in 

his Villa Savoye, the home is “a machine for living34,” then in a passive solar home, the 

occupant is the motor for that machine.  In order for a passive solar, sustainable home to 

perform as designed, it must be operated by its occupants as designed.  This requires that 

the home’s occupants be educated regarding the home’s operation, aware of the 

implications of their actions on the home’s performance, and committed to the added 

work and minor inconveniences associated with living sustainably.  Without each of 

these, even the best designed system is rendered ineffective.  I am reminded of this fact 

whenever I pass the inoperable cool towers integrated into the rest area buildings along 

Interstate 10 on the way to Phoenix.    

 

 

                                                 
34 Le Corbusier (1923), Towards a New Architecture 
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Functional Efficiency 

The third most common question posed is “what would you have done differently?”  In 

previous sections I have discussed things I would have done differently process-wise and 

in terms of thermal performance.  While in the next section I will touch on these same 

issues from an aesthetic standpoint, this section will focus on the lessons learned in terms 

of functional efficiencies and deficiencies. 

 

As previously discussed, the family’s functional requirements for the home were 

identified and analyzed during the programming stage.  Much care was taken to optimize 

the home’s efficiency by minimizing the unnecessary accumulation of conditioned indoor 

living space. 

Functional Living Space 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 60, Square footage breakdown of functional living space 

 

This was accomplished primarily through three means:  The elimination or minimization 

of unnecessary space; the integration of multiple living functions into consolidated 

spaces; and finally the relegation of some living functions to outdoor spaces.  
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Outdoor “Unconditioned” Living Space 

 

 

 

 

Figure 61, Square footage breakdown of outdoor living space 

 

The best example of all three of these concepts is the family room/kitchen and its 

adjacent spaces.  First, this space, which is the home’s largest room both in floor area 

(571 square feet) and volume, represents the consolidation of two of the home’s most 

important spaces:  the family room and the kitchen.  By consolidating these two spaces 

into one, the over all space was able to be larger, while the home’s overall floor plan 

could be decreased.  In other words, instead of having a separate 400 square foot family 

room and a 400 square foot kitchen, one larger 571 square foot space was provided.  With 

the largest area of south facing glass, this room also serves as the homes primary passive 

heating system until the sunspace is completed. 

 

Care was also taken in the design to eliminate additional unnecessary functional space in 

the forms of dedicated circulation spaces or hallways, storage spaces such as coat closets, 

and formal entries or foyers.  With the consolidation of this family room and kitchen 

space into one space there is no need for a hallway to connect them.  Similarly the master 

bedroom is placed directly off of this space to the east, eliminating the need for a 

hallway.   
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The home’s only traditional hallway consumes approximately 72 square feet of space and 

serves to connect the three girl’s bedrooms to this family room/kitchen space.  This 

hallway also is used architecturally to marry the 90° due south facing rectangular shaped 

family room/kitchen space with the west wing’s 27.5° off-axis oriented spaces.  This 

marriage of dissimilar aligned spaces created a hallway that is polygonal in shape in the 

form of an approximately 4 foot wide by 12 foot long triangle appended to a 4 foot wide 

by 12 foot long rectangle.  Functionally, this space serves both as a 4 foot wide corridor 

for circulation, and an adjacent triangular shaped niche for a computer workstation shared 

by the three girls.  

 

Figure 62, Floor plan 
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As mentioned previously, additional living room and entertaining space was developed to 

supplement the family room space; it is located outside of the family room/kitchen space 

in the form of a south facing, seasonal front yard patio space.  No separate formal interior 

foyer or entry space was provided, but the front porch sunspace serves as the foyer or 

transitional space from exterior to interior.  This exterior porch and future sunspace also 

serves as the circulation corridor from the main house to the guest bedroom/studio suite.  

 

The master bedroom suite is also a good example of functional efficiency.  The relegation 

of the cowboy shower to the outdoors is the most obvious example.  This helped to allow 

the master bathroom to be reduced to a relatively compact 6 foot by 10 foot space.   

The less obvious example of functional efficiency in the master bedroom is the clothing 

storage system.  Instead of including a 60 to 80 square foot master bedroom walk-in 

closet, the same volume of storage space was provided for the master bedroom through 

the integration of a series of wardrobe closets along the room’s east wall.  This 13 foot 

long by 8 foot high by 2 foot deep bank of free-standing wardrobe closets provides over 

200 cubic feet of functional storage space while only taking up 26 square feet of floor 

area.  Whereas, up to a third of conventional walk-in closet’s space is dedicated to 

circulation, the footprint of these wardrobes is dedicated 100% to storage.   

 

While these bear witness to the home’s overall success in terms of functional efficiency, 

in order to finally address the question of what I would have done differently, I am 

obligated to point out several deficiencies both in design and in execution.   
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The single largest oversight on my part has to do with the detached garage.  While it was 

intended to be a two car garage, it evolved into a one car garage, not to make a political 

statement about the predominance in our society of motor vehicles, but because I made a 

mistake.  I took care to design the garage structurally to allow the roof top patio to be 

converted into a guest bedroom or studio.  To facilitate this all of the walls were 

constructed of masonry like the house.  To carry the weight of masonry wall and lintel 

above the proposed two car garage opening, I designed a wide flange steel beam.    

 

What I failed to account for was the 3 foot wide by 7 foot high man door located next to 

the overhead door.  These two doors were designed to be only a foot apart with a narrow 

12 inch strip of masonry between them.  I only designed the structural beam over the 

garage to extend 30 inches beyond the garage door opening on either side.  This put the 

end of the beam, smack dab over the middle of the door.  Thus, requiring the 12 inch strip 

of masonry between the overhead door and the man door to bear half of the building 

loads transferred from this structural steel beam.   

 

While this 12 inch wide masonry pier might have been able to support this load, I had 

visions of one of my soon to be teenage daughters with driver’s licenses, accidentally 

hitting this strip of masonry while attempting to pull into the garage, and the entire 

structure collapsing.  If I would have designed the structural beam to span across the 

entire façade from corner to corner, spanning across both doors, then I would have been 

fine.  Unfortunately, I didn’t realize my mistake until too late.   
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To address this problem, I had the mason install another strip of masonry or masonry 

pier, 16 inches wide next to the existing 12 inch strip.  While this solved my structural 

problem, it also reduced the width of the overhead door to a single car opening.  It did 

provide an opportunity to create additional storage and laundry room space within the 

now oversized single car garage. 

 

Another functional deficiency that has proven to be a minor, although literal, headache is 

the placement of the exhaust hood over the cooktop.  To save money I purchased our 

kitchen cabinets from Ikea, and we installed them ourselves.  The base cabinets, with the 

countertop and cooktop, came up to a height of 36 inches above finished floor.  I installed 

the exhaust hood at 30 inches above the cooktop, thinking only about meeting the 

minimum code requirement.  Upon moving into the home and actually using the cooktop, 

I soon learned that this put the stainless steel exhaust hood right at 5 feet 6 inches, or just 

above eye level for me.  I couldn’t have placed the height any worse if I had tried.  I 

found that as I look down while working at the cooktop, the tilt of my head puts the 

exhaust hood just out of my upper field of view, and thereby increases the likelihood of a 

rather painful collision between my forehead and one of the hood’s corners.  Any lower 

or higher, and one would at least be more aware of the hazard.  

 

I am reminded of another functional deficiency as I sit here working on my computer.  As 

I was designing the home, I did not take into consideration the advances in home 

networking and communications systems.  I was still operating under the early 90’s 

model where one simply provided each room with phone jacks and a cable outlet.  If I 
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had done my homework, I would have known to install a structured wiring panel in a 

centralized location.  I then would have been able to link each room back to this 

centralized panel, thereby creating a more efficient and advanced phone, cable and 

internet network for my home. 

 

Another design oversight, that I believe many architects are guilty of, is failing to fully 

integrate the landscaping into my design.  While I had some general ideas of how I 

envisioned the landscape, I really devoted all of my focus and efforts to designing and 

building the home.  It wasn’t until the home was complete, and we moved in that I 

realized this oversight.  In some cases this was too late.  For example, as discussed 

previously, in July of this year I finished installing the homes high efficiency, drip 

irrigation system.  If I would have had the foresight to simply install some PVC sleeves 

under the sidewalk between the garage and the backyard, I could have easily tied the 

irrigation into the garage for power and water.  This would have put the system within 5 

to 10 feet of its water and power source.  Instead, I had to replumb one of the exterior 

hose bibs at the front of the house to serve the irrigation system.  I then had to trench 

from the front of the house all the way around to the rear of the house in order to access a 

source for power. 

 

The moral of the story, once again, is stressing the importance of fully planning, 

designing each building system in advance.  While I did overlook some areas which led 

to problems, with the additional investment of time and money, I was able to resolve 

them.   
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Despite these oversights, I believe that I was successful overall in the home’s planning 

and design.  The home is functionally efficient and successfully fulfills our programmatic 

and spatial needs.  
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Aesthetics 

I believe that ultimately, to be considered sustainable, architecture must not only be built 

to last, but be lasting architecture.  In other words a structure must not just be built with 

structural durability, but it must be aesthetically pleasing enough to stand the test of time.  

No matter how well built a home is, if it is considered ugly or otherwise undesirable, it is 

more likely to be destined for the landfill.  Some of the most well known structures from 

antiquity have lasted not just because they were built durably out of stone, but because 

they have been, and still are considered aesthetically pleasing.   

 

This past summer I was contacted by the editors of Tucson Home Magazine.  They 

informed me that they were planning to do a “Green Issue” and wanted to tour my home 

to determine if they would include it in the magazine.  While they originally considered 

the home based upon its “remarkable” energy efficiency, they ultimately decided to 

feature the home on the magazine’s cover because of it beauty.  According to Tim 

Vanderpool’s write-up35, “Style and function blend seamlessly in this progressive Civano 

home,” and it is “cleverly built and filled with charming, earth-friendly, and relaxing 

touches…”   Vanderpool goes on to state the following about the home’s aesthetic 

appeal: 

While the Michal home is geared to the desert with plenty of 
shade, heat dissipating interior walls, shrewdly placed 
windows, and recessed doorways, the family hardly lives like 
monks.  Their house is warm, enchanting, and quite 
modern… 

 

                                                 
35 Vanderpool, Tim (2006) “The Green House”, Tucson Home Magazine, pp. 50-58 
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Figure 63, Tucson Home Magazine cover36 

 

Some might argue that I should end my discussion right here on a high note, but that 

would not be appropriate.  In the paper Dr. Chalfoun and I published for the Architectural 

Research Center Consortium in the Spring of 2003, one of our findings was that the 

thermal performance in many of the study’s homes was compromised not by design but 

by errors during construction or poor workmanship.  That is also the case in this home in 

terms of some of its aesthetic deficiencies.   

 

As discussed previously, examples of these deficiencies include the cracking and poor 

workmanship of the interior concrete floors.  While I can place most of the blame for the 

aesthetic deficiencies of the interior exposed concrete floors on the original concrete 

                                                 
36 Ibid 
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subcontractor, I have no one to blame but myself for the lack of craft and care in 

completing the first rammed earth wall and bond beam.  The dry seams in this rammed 

earth wall and the duct tape tracks forever imbedded into the bond beam’s concrete finish 

are a testament to my failure to exercise care and craft in the execution of my own work.  
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Conclusion 

Ultimately, my thesis is that design is a balancing process.  It is the designer’s duty to be 

cognizant of all of the issues and factors necessary to come up with the optimal resolution 

to the design problem.  Even if the ultimate design requires some factors, whether they be 

functional, aesthetic, structural, or financial, be compromised for the sake of others, this 

decision should be a conscious, well-informed one, in which all factors were carefully 

considered. 

 

An example of this is the design decision to utilize rammed earth for both the north and 

south walls in the master bedroom.  While the south master bedroom wall has been 

designed to allow for solar access to its thermal mass as part of the future sunspace, the 

north rammed earth wall on the other hand, has been positioned so that it has no direct 

solar access.  This oversized thermal mass in the master bedroom in relation to the 

availability of direct solar gain, results in the master bedroom being colder than the rest 

of the home during the winter heating months as seen on the graph below.   
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Figure 64, Master bedroom temperature versus family room temperature 

 

Since there is no other passive heat source, the mass absorbs heat away from our bodies 

in this space year round, thereby making the bedroom colder than the other spaces with 

good solar access.  This decision was based upon the aesthetic desire for the appearance 

of rammed earth, with the full knowledge and understanding that this would adversely 

impact this space’s thermal performance during the winter months.   

 

Another example of this is the placement of the two windows and glass doors in the cool 

tower.  As discussed previously these windows were added so that the cool tower could 

also serve as a light well bringing light down into what would otherwise be a dark, 

constricted, and uncomfortable hallway space.  After careful consideration, it was 
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determined that this benefit outweighed the decreased functional performance of the cool 

tower as an evaporative cooler. 

Figure 65, North dining porch, Image by Terry Moore 

 

Conversely, in some cases, it was determined that thermal performance outweighed the 

importance of other factors including functional convenience, as in the cases of the 

outdoor shower, dining porch, and garage laundry.  During certain times of the year it is 

simply too cold to use the outdoor shower or even the dining porch, and it is very 

inconvenient to have to instead take a bath, use the girl’s shower, eat around the bar or set 

up another table indoors; despite this, the shower and the dining porch were still located 

outdoors.  The outdoor laundry requires inconvenient trips outdoors to the detached 

garage, but as with the shower and dining porch, it was determined that the importance of 

the thermal performance fundamental of minimizing interior finished space outweighed 

functional convenience. 
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I fear that our culture and some members of our profession have grown complacent and 

have lost site of the importance of thermal performance, resource conservation, efficiency 

and regionalism, and have instead opted for easier or more convenient solutions, such as 

the sole reliance on mechanical systems for thermal performance.   In other words our 

society and residential architecture are out of balance.  We have turned our backs on the 

use of traditional sustainable building materials and proven regional built forms and are 

too quick to embrace unsustainable mechanical technologies and imported non-regional 

materials to provide for human thermal comfort.  My hypothesis is that the reintroduction 

and integration of these “sustainable” factors (passive solar, regional materials, etc) back 

into the design equation will ultimately result not only in marked improvements to our 

global environment, but in richer more lasting regional architectural forms within our 

built environment.  As evidence in support of this hypothesis, I offer this project… my 

thesis… my home.   
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